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FOREWORD

John S. Kem

Leadership is not easy, and there is no magic recipe for successful leadership. That is why there are so many business books about leaders and leadership traits. In the military, we focus on leader development at the very beginning of service, in basic training, and at pre-commissioning . . . every Soldier is a leader. While the principles of tactical leadership are not always easy to do and are certainly aspirational, they are fundamental in nature; provide clear vision and intent, develop mutual understanding and trust, build cohesive teams that work together to achieve decisive results in line with our professional ethic, and provide orders and guidance that develop initiative and focus on what to do and for what purpose, rather than emphasizing the how.

These concepts also apply at more senior levels; however, the challenges at the strategic-enterprise level are very different. The Army inherently knew this but did not formally establish a framework for leadership and command above the direct, tactical level until 1987 with the publication of FM 22-103, Leadership and Command at Senior Levels. The transition from tactical to operational leadership is far easier than the transition to strategic leadership. That is why the transition to strategic leadership is central to our efforts at the U.S. Army War College, and why we strive to “produce strategic leaders and ideas invaluable to the Army, the Joint Force, and the Nation.” This fourth edition of the Strategic Leadership Primer is designed to facilitate that transition for every student.

Many leaders who are successful in early-mid career fail to make the second transition to the enterprise level effectively. Part of their struggle is typically tied to a lack of understanding of the strategic competitive environment where problems are far more complex and previous experiences, while important, are insufficient to solve multi-domain, joint warfighting level challenges. This environment often rewards clarity and punishes those who wait for certainty.
In addition to the increased complexity of large organizations, many leaders fail to understand how leading these organizations is different from leading at the brigade/battalion level and below. They are prisoners of their experiences. The formal and informal channels of the organization, the interplay of control, communication, and structure, and how the leader operates (both internally and externally) are all different.

Larger organizations require strategic leaders with additive skills, knowledge, and behaviors. One size fits all leadership will not work. True leaders communicate effectively by reaching across the organization to every person they work with, adapting their leadership style to them. They lead far more by influence, where empathy, the art of asking questions, the art of story and engagement, and the science and art of forming effective teams are critical. Instead of being the expert, effective senior leaders bring together and lead teams with expert knowledge and collaborate internally and externally to develop innovative solutions. The word solutions is important. It drives the “why.” Success is not just strategic direction through strategic vision and plans; success requires effective enterprise execution and adaptive management—getting both the unit and the organization from idea to impact.

Finally, strategic leaders must exercise moral judgment. We are the stewards of our profession. We must have the moral character and passion for life-long growth and development. Otherwise, how will we be ready for the difficult art of leadership on the battlefield—or wherever else the nation demands our service. I know this Strategic Leadership Primer will help!

John S. Kem
Major General, U.S. Army
51st Commandant of the U.S. Army War College
Preface

Tom Galvin and Dale Watson

Most U.S. Army War College (“War College”) students begin their resident or distance education programs already having significant knowledge and experience in leadership. If asked, they would likely present their own personal definitions of it—combining power and influence over others, positive personality traits, capacity for developing a vision and leading change, decision making, and other skills, knowledge, and attitudes present since one’s days as a lieutenant or ensign. However, attaching the word strategic adds particular meaning. It represents the application of leadership in a context qualitatively different from those familiar to most students—such as direct leadership over units, organizational leadership in the positions of staff officer, or operational leadership in combat environments.

In the past, the transition to strategic leadership was considered significant and the War College assumed most of its students had little prior experience at the strategic level. War College graduates were far more likely to see the strategic environment as foreign. The student body included officers who excelled in the standard unit-level career path with only occasional (if any) broadening assignments, and there were few interagency students or international fellows attending with them. Entering the strategic environment required skills and knowledge that students were much less likely to have developed. This became the impetus for the Primer’s 1st Edition of 1998. This simple introductory guide to the strategic environment and competencies of strategic leaders helped students prepare for duties in what was a foreign environment for much of their careers. The sentiment what got you here won’t get you there pervaded the War College’s approach to educating its students on leadership, and persisted through the first three editions of the Primer.

This 4th Edition takes a different view based on changing demographics and experiences of incoming War College students.
and new research in leader development. First, today’s War College students are far more familiar and experienced with strategic matters and their implications for the defense enterprise than in the past. Many have experience in heterogeneous units of military, civilians, and contractors or served extensively in non-traditional unit environments. They have been accustomed to attending professional military education with international fellows from around the world and fighting in joint, interagency, and multinational operations.

A meta-analysis of development research shows that as leaders successfully advance from junior to senior levels, they do not replace old competencies with new ones. Rather, they adapt and grow their existing competencies while acquiring new ones experientially based on the leadership context they are in. In other words, there is growth both quantitatively and qualitatively. All leaders, for example, require the ability to analyze the environment, think critically, learn, make decisions, and communicate with others. Such competencies grow in strength and scope as the leader moves to higher levels, where more advanced skills such as negotiation, consensus building, and frame of reference development become more important. Meanwhile, other competencies are much less salient at the junior levels—such as resource and personnel management, envisioning the future and leading change, and political competence—but become critical at the strategic level. Leaders must develop those competencies at more accelerated paces.

Alignment of one’s competencies to the demands of the environment is vital. The consequences for strategic leaders failing to develop and grow the right competencies are clear. They are unable to adapt to the strategic environment, are unprepared mentally and spiritually to make decisions, narrow their scope and attention to familiar and comfortable matters, and are liable to default to ‘tried and true’ methods appropriate for more junior levels.

---

The pursuit of this alignment is an individual journey. There are broad classes of competencies common among successful strategic leaders, but each leader develops them in his or her own way. This edition of the Primer is a guide along that journey. It begins with an understanding of how the environment differs from the organizational to the strategic levels, then follows with the differences in roles and competencies that strategic leaders require. It concludes with a way ahead for leaders to establish their own professional development plans. It is useful as a resource for both War College students to learn about entry into the strategic level, and for graduates immersed in the environment who need a tool to get past the tyranny of the inbox and think longer-term, as strategic leaders should.

There are seven chapters in the 4th Edition.

- **Chapter 1. Leadership at the Strategic Level.** Silas Martinez and Tom Galvin define the key terms of this Primer. With Dwight Eisenhower as an exemplar, they define strategic leadership and describe key differences from the organizational context (e.g., significantly increased complexity and importance of leading in teams) prevalent through the rest of the Primer. They also define two strata of leaders who practice strategic leadership – the strategic leaders who serve the enterprise in executive-level capacities, and senior leaders composed of military and civilian leaders from the grades of O-6/GS-15 and above who run the enterprise on a daily basis.

The next three chapters present the strategic environment with two chapters on the external and internal contexts, integrated in the following chapter on competitive strategy. The increased complexity of the strategic environment and the pressures it induces on leaders will be a constant theme.

- **Chapter 2. The Competitive Environment.** Andrew Hill and Dale Watson present the external context of the organization, describing the environment as dynamic, complex, competitive on many fronts, and characterized by deep uncertainty. The ultimate competition for military organizations may be on the battlefield, but that is far from the only form of competition senior leaders
face. Leaders must reconsider ‘winning’ as the goal, as in this environment, there are no ‘winners.’

• **Chapter 3. Leading Large Bureaucratic Organizations.** Kristin Behfar and Dale Watson present the internal context of the defense enterprise, which is very large and complex. Very large organizations experience natural tensions such as long-term goals versus short-term needs that leaders must balance while also navigating a complicated network of formal and informal organization. What are the levers available to leaders to accomplish the organization’s mission, improve organizational performance, and sustain member commitment?

• **Chapter 4. Competitive Strategy.** Andrew Hill, Douglas Douds, and Dale Watson show how competitive systems require strategies for making choices. This chapter examines the broad characteristics of these strategies, and describes the range of strategic choices and opportunities available to leaders.

So how can senior leaders succeed in such environments? The next three chapters focus various qualities and capabilities that senior leaders should possess.

• **Chapter 5. Senior Leader Roles.** Craig Bullis presents how senior leaders engage with the internal and external environments by drawing on seminal works in management science and leadership studies at the U.S. Army War College. What are the unique roles they play and why are they important to military organizations? Moreover, how do they differ in complexity and scope to similar roles these leaders play at more junior levels?

• **Chapter 6. Senior Leader Competencies.** Based on these roles, Douglas Waters discusses the skills and knowledge that leaders require—conceptual, technical, and interpersonal—to be successful. Leaders use their conceptual competencies to make sense of the environment, technical competencies to mobilize resources and develop plans, and interpersonal
competencies to build and sustain networks, negotiate, and communicate.

- **Chapter 7. Senior Leader Character.** Maurice Sipos, Nate Hunsinger, and Pete Sniffin discuss the personal resources senior leaders rely on to succeed professionally and personally at the strategic level. It addresses traits, attributes, and ethical reasoning that senior leaders should personally develop, while also covering derailers to avoid. The goal is to sustain the trust and confidence conferred by national leaders and affirmed by organizational members.

  The final chapter provides the takeaways for the leader. How does the leader plan and implement a development program to make the transition to strategic leadership, fully prepared to engage on national security challenges facing the military today and in the future?

- **Chapter 8. Senior Leader Development.** Michael Hosie concludes this Primer by showing how development should be continuous and lifelong. He offers ideas and guidance on how to prepare for and implement the transition to strategic leadership. It includes concepts for developing one’s senior leader identity, forming and strengthening one’s senior leader competencies, and building senior leader character.

  Each chapter in the Primer also includes suggested further readings. These are tremendous resources readily available for readers to learn more about strategic leadership in the military.
Many people know that when World War II started in Europe Dwight David Eisenhower was a Lieutenant Colonel, but perhaps not as many are aware that he was promoted three times in one calendar year. Those rapid promotions put him in the position to be selected to lead America’s contribution of troops to the war effort in Europe in 1942. It is clear that it wasn’t Ike’s success at commanding troop units that accounted for his meteoric rise—until World War II, he never commanded past the rank of Major. An entirely different set of skills put him on the fast track. His ability to scan the environment and align his organization with it brought about continuous mission success. He thus gained the confidence of other very influential officers.\(^2\) He also proved his ability to communicate to broad audiences during the Louisiana Maneuvers, experiments to test new concepts for mechanized warfare, making him a darling of the newspapers and bringing him to the attention of George Marshall.\(^3\) His ability to build consensus, enable adaptive and innovative unit culture, and lead outside of his organization\(^4\) made him the choice to command the U.S. European Theater of Operations,\(^5\) Operation TORCH in Africa, and Operation HUSKY in Sicily. Finally, all those strengths combined with his grasp of the complexity of the Allied undertaking led to his selection as Supreme Allied Commander, Europe for Operation OVERLORD—the cross-channel invasion of Europe.\(^6\) In short, Eisenhower embodied the qualities required of a strategic leader.

---

\(^1\) Portions of this chapter are drawn from Stephen J. Gerras’ “Chapter 1. Introduction,” from the 3rd Edition of the Strategic Leadership Primer.


\(^3\) Ibid., 26-27.


\(^5\) Ibid., 41.

\(^6\) Kinnard, *Eisenhower*. 
WHAT IS STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP?

We define strategic leadership as follows:

Strategic leadership is the process of aligning people, systems, and resources to achieve a vision for the enterprise while enabling an adaptive and innovative culture necessary to gain an advantage in the competitive environment.

Embedded in this definition are two aspects of the temporal nature of strategic leadership. First, today’s organizational climate and culture are a result of its history, so aligning and enabling activities must account for that past. Second, strategic leadership is concerned with achieving a vision of the future well beyond the time horizons considered by tactical or operational leaders—nearly always far beyond a strategic leader’s own tenure.

Strategic leadership differs from unit leadership. To succeed at the strategic level, leaders must: (1) understand the breadth, scope, and complexity of the environment in which they operate; (2) appreciate the magnitude of the potential costs of their decisions; (3) leverage senior leadership teams, and (4) operate as stewards of the profession, embracing both their responsibilities to lead the profession and manage the profession’s bureaucratic arm. Each of these are addressed below.

Breadth, scope, and complexity of the strategic environment

Strategic leaders operate in a competitive environment whose very nature resists conclusive analysis and defies permanent solutions. As Chapter 2 will show, the competitive environment is a network of complex, adaptive systems that involve deep uncertainty resulting from the interconnections of systems, subsystems, and their agents. Complicating the environment further, is that the interconnections between systems and subsystems are not fully known. Consequently, small actions can have massive, unpredicted effects on the entire environment, and make assessing true risk difficult.

Consider Eisenhower’s decision to launch the Allied invasion of Normandy. At first glance one might think that the primary systems in competition were the Germans and Allies. Within the
German system, leaders were concerned about the amount of men and materiel that they could generate over a protracted war. Their research and development had been very successful, so the Allies believed that the Germans would eventually develop and employ new weapons against the Allied forces massing in England. The Allies wanted to attack before it was too late.

Within the Allied system, leaders had to pause to generate the combat power necessary, especially men and naval forces, for a cross-channel invasion. They had to prioritize and coordinate operations to create and sustain a deception system that would cause the Germans to spread their forces among the likely invasion sites rather than concentrating at Normandy.

Climate was another important factor. The Allies needed the right mixture of calm seas, moon, tide, and time of sunrise to attack. Consequently, the first realistic launch window for the Allied attack was June 5-7. A delay beyond this window would likely mean a loss of surprise. A premature decision to launch would likely mean a loss of the naval, air, and ground assets needed for a second attempt. Thus, failure to secure an adequate beachhead on the first attempt would make a second attempt even more difficult than the first.7 Eisenhower’s decision of whether or not to launch on June 6, 1944 is one of the best examples of leading in the competitive environment in modern history. Unit leaders contend with the consequences of the decisions made by strategic leaders, but they don’t often contend with the complexity of the D-Day decision.

**Magnitude of potential costs of one’s decisions**

Making the decision to execute a military operation of any magnitude in which human lives are at stake is one of the toughest decisions any leader must make. Those decisions are made by all leaders at all levels.8 However, the potential costs in blood and treasure of the decisions that strategic leaders make is so much higher, that failure can completely change the nature of

---

7 Ibid., 62-69.
a nation’s or its armed forces’ participation in future conflict. Consider Eisenhower’s decision to include an airborne operation as part of D-Day. His Air Chief Marshal, Leigh-Mallory was certain that Ike was committing two airborne divisions to destruction. On May 30, 1944, Leigh-Mallory requested that Ike cancel the jump on the grounds that the unsuitable terrain and German resistance was too great to give the airborne troops any chance of survival. Despite all the planning already invested and preparatory actions initiated, Eisenhower continued to wrestle with the decision.

*I went to my tent alone and sat down to think... I realized, of course, that if I deliberately disregarded the advice of my technical expert on the subject, and his predictions should prove accurate, then I would carry to my grave the unbearable burden of conscience justly accusing me of the stupid, blind sacrifice of thousands of the flower of our youth. Outweighing any personal burden, however, was the possibility that if he were right the effect of the disaster would...spread to the entire force.*

History bore out Eisenhower’s decision to include the jump on D-Day, but the magnitude of the potential costs of his decision—a unique burden of strategic leaders—stayed with him.

**Use of senior leadership teams**

According to Gary Yukl, the use of senior leadership teams becomes increasingly important in a complex, rapidly changing environment that places many external demands on the leader. There are four types of senior leadership teams that strategic leaders should consider. *Informational* teams provide a single venue where the strategic leader can gather all the necessary information to facilitate environmental scanning and ensure alignment of the organization’s people, processes, technology, and structure. Examples of recurring informational teams are

---

10 Ibid., 65.
groups preparing and delivering routine reports and briefings, as such products help strategic leaders’ abilities to scan the environment. Consultative teams advise leaders about key decisions they must make. For example, strategic leaders may create a consulting team spanning multiple functions to help them decide upon the purpose and content of a command strategy or plan. Coordinating teams are empowered to coordinate as they execute important initiatives for the strategic leader. For example, J-4s play important roles in allocating materiel across coalition task forces to ensure adequate sustainment of operations. Finally, decision-making teams are responsible for enabling executive decisions affecting the entire organization into the future. The Joint Requirements Oversight Committee (JROC) exemplifies the decision-making team. The Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staffs runs this committee on behalf of the Chairman to determine what resources requested by the services and combatant commanders are, in fact, valid requirements. This important team prioritizes resource allocation to ensure that the armed forces can maintain the appropriate balance of manpower, modernization, and readiness in support of the Chairman’s vision. 13

Strategic leaders use senior leadership teams to facilitate succession management. Service on senior leadership teams helps current strategic leaders select future strategic leaders based on their demonstrated performance and potential. Senior leadership teams expand the capacity of strategic leaders. They help them see the environment, determine whether or not the enterprise is aligned with the vision, identify and define problems, outline possible solutions, and execute solutions within their purview. Given the complexity of the competitive environment and the breadth of their responsibilities, effective strategic leaders rely upon senior leadership teams.

**Stewardship of the profession**

Former Secretary of Defense Robert Gates stated that professionalism and sound ethical judgment are vital for the Department of Defense’s (DoD) ability to perform its mission and

---

maintain the trust and confidence of national leaders.\(^\text{14}\) Professionalism governs DoD’s sustainment of expert knowledge, certifications of skills and knowledge, and rules for behavior.\(^\text{15}\) As leaders within a profession, all military leaders must act professionally, which is to say that they must act in accordance with their service ethics.\(^\text{16}\) However, Strategic Leaders have a further responsibility—they must be *stewards of the profession*. Army doctrine classifies this as an added responsibility to ensure the present and future effectiveness of the Army.\(^\text{17}\) Each service may view professionalism and the roles of stewardship differently, but the concepts apply across all the services and DoD.\(^\text{18}\)

One aspect of ensuring the military’s effectiveness is fostering the trust granted to the armed forces by the American people and their government.\(^\text{19}\) This trust is rooted in decades of professional engagement in civil-military engagement, and includes providing apolitical, military advice to support the policy-making process of our government as well as healthy interaction with the media.\(^\text{20}\) Former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Martin Dempsey classified the strategic leaders’ responsibility for stewardship of the profession as the requirement to maintain balance.\(^\text{21}\) First, strategic leaders must balance the force’s expertise against the potential future operating environment. Second, they must balance between the organizational culture and its institutional practices. Failure to do so, could mean that


\(^{20}\) ADP 1.

the nation would lack the military capabilities needed to succeed. But, success is not enough. Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Joe Dunford addressed the U.S. Army War College class of 2018. He encouraged the class to make sure that in future assignments they did everything in their power to provide the joint force with the right inventory of capabilities to ensure that our men and women would never have to face a fair fight.22

General Dunford stated that strategic leaders have equal responsibilities to lead both the warfighting side of the profession and the profession’s bureaucracy. Fulfilling both responsibilities is vital for the U.S. maintaining its competitive advantage in the face of aggressive global competition. However, competitive advantage is itself difficult to measure precisely. For example, the U.S. may spend three times as much on defense as its leading competitors, but that is no guarantee of sustaining overmatch. 23 Thus, leading the bureaucracy entails communicating clear priorities and ensure the proper and efficient application of resources to provide trained and ready forces for war.

Stewardship is therefore not about the military organization serving its own ends but those of the nation being served. Military leaders would no doubt desire to have the most robust, capable force possible, but the nation cannot afford it. Thus, decisions to allocate resources are difficult and involve risk. Should DoD focus on sustaining current readiness or invest more in new capabilities? Should DoD increase end strength at the expense of modernization? Should DoD develop a new capability internally or rely on the private sector or allies and partners? Do changes in national security strategies necessitate changes in DoD programs and activities already underway? These are the types of hard questions that strategic leaders continually face.

22 Joseph F. Dunford, lecture, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, PA, December 7, 2017, cited with permission from General Dunford.
Two U.S. Army War College professors wrote, “We cannot assume that command experience alone prepares leaders to be effective senior managers. We must develop the skills and knowledge officers require to be effective as executive-level managers.”24 For the military to achieve the balance General Dempsey prescribes or General Dunford’s mandate to allow no fair fights, strategic leaders must embrace and continuously work to improve the military bureaucracy’s effectiveness. This is an essential stewardship role only they can perform.

**WHO IS A STRATEGIC LEADER?**

*Strategic leaders* are the most senior leaders in the organization—the four-star commanders or civilian agency directors and their deputies and command teams. Below them are the large unit leaders and division chiefs within staffs (roughly O-6 or GS-15) who are *senior leaders*. This primer is aimed primarily at the latter population, residing in the upper echelons of organizations and vested with personal responsibilities for exercising leadership on behalf of strategic leaders.25 To be clear, our definition of strategic leadership excludes those who may have fleeting strategic impact on the organization. Consider the “strategic corporal,” a junior member of the organization whose actions may influence the environment and disrupt the intent and actions of leaders.26 Such members may bring world-wide attention to the armed forces, but lack the capability and capacity to bring about long-term influence over their organizations.

Senior leaders monitor and analyze the environment; assess implications, risks, and opportunities; and communicate advice, ideas, recommendations, plans, strategies, and decisions. At the tactical level, the leader directs and followers follow. However, at the strategic level, senior leaders shape and execute decisions that

---


25 Though this Primer is intended primarily for Senior Leaders, we use the term Strategic Leader throughout the manuscript to reinforce the idea that Senior Leaders must constantly strive to see the environment and act from the perspective of the Strategic Leader for whom they work.

impact the entire defense enterprise. Below, we introduce how senior leaders contribute to the work of strategic leadership, and these are elaborated in subsequent chapters.

**Providing vision**

The best strategic leaders craft visions that describe idealized pictures of what their organizations should strive to become. But they do not do this alone. They rely on contributions from senior leaders within the organization who help scan the environment and provide awareness of societal, international, technological, demographic, and economic developments impacting the organization. Interpreting the environmental scan identifies the important elements of both the environment and the organization that are not congruent with the vision. Moving the organization from where it is to where it should be demands strategy supported by alignment and enabling. Chapter 3 refers to alignment as the goal of formal aspects of the organization, while enabling refers to the informal aspects of the organization that must change to achieve the vision.

**Aligning people, systems, and resources**

Alignment encompasses actions internal to the organization and external to the organization that strategic leaders take to posture organization to enact the strategy and to interact with the environment. Internally, strategic leaders must explicitly align ends (objectives), ways (concepts and methods), and means (resources) to ensure commitment in a manner that allows the organization to succeed in its current and future environments—in short—to enact the vision. Again, they do not do this alone. In very large and complex organizations such as militaries, senior leaders develop and implement the processes, technologies, and structures necessary to enact the vision.

Often the environment poses challenges that must be addressed if the organization is to achieve its vision. To shape the environment, strategic leaders must also work outside the organization to influence stakeholders (who are often senior in rank or hold significant power), allocate resources to help achieve the vision, and remove or mitigate obstacles. To do so, they depend on their senior leaders to provide the internal context of
the organization, such as the state of military readiness or the capabilities required to properly resource war plans or theater strategies.

**Enabling an adaptive and innovative culture**

Strategic leaders must take deliberate actions to create an adaptive and innovative culture. The actions, called *enabling actions*, are typically aimed at the informal aspects of the organization and help create conditions that encourage coordination and the sharing of information and ideas among stakeholders.\(^27\) As with alignment actions, how well the leader communicates the organizational values and beliefs will help people understand how their efforts align with the strategy. Similarly, where strategic leaders spend their time will signal to the organization which acts, attitudes, and processes have strategic importance. So, when leaders spend time focusing upon and rewarding adaptation and innovation, they enable an adaptive, innovative culture. When, for example, they punish failure, they stifle innovation. Strategic leaders must use both aligning and enabling actions to achieve their vision.

The desired culture is built both top-down and bottom-up. Straddling the strategic and organizational environments, senior leaders play a critical enabling role. They must enact the military’s professional values and beliefs to ensure their organizations are aligned with the strategic leader’s vision and performing their missions effectively and efficiently. However, they must also not allow the existing culture to stifle innovation.\(^28\) Senior leaders should instead be the “innovation center of gravity,” constantly looking to improve their organizations and fighting complacency.\(^29\)

---


\(^29\) Richard T. Brown, “Staff Colonels are Army’s Innovative Engines,” *ARMY* 66, no. 12 (December 2016): 8-10.
1. Leadership at the Strategic Level

IMPLICATIONS

Though there is some overlap of required skills, we have articulated that strategic leadership is, in fact, different from unit leadership and below. To be successful, strategic leaders and the senior leaders who serve with them must play interpersonal, informational, and decisional roles reinforced by interpersonal, conceptual, and technical competencies. These are the topics of later chapters.

TO LEARN MORE


CHAPTER 2. THE COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT

Andrew Hill and Dale Watson

Competition pervades the national security leadership environment. This competition is dynamic, characterized by persistent change as competitors strive to obtain and sustain competitive advantage. A competitive advantage in national security and defense may manifest itself as a unique or primary claim to valuable resources, control of or decisive influence over a crucial decision, or the power to destroy, coerce or compel an adversary. Competition in national security occurs both outside and inside security organizations—in peace and war, and in cooperation and competition. Successfully competing requires more than just a well-considered plan; it requires constant strategic adaptation in anticipating and responding to other competitive, adaptive actors.

This chapter explores the competitive context in which organizations develop and execute strategies, and examines the challenges that complex, dynamic competitive environments pose to senior leaders in national security. Strategic competition occurs in complex, adaptive systems (CAS) that resist conclusive analysis and defy permanent solution. These systems are structurally complex and dynamic, and behaviorally adaptive. This means that the same attempts to influence the system will exhibit different results over time, and that key behaviors in the system are entirely outside of the control of any actor trying to direct it.¹

Strategic competition has three crucial characteristics:

1. It involves unresolvable uncertainty, meaning that crucial system behaviors and the actions of agents within the system cannot be described through stable or reliable measures of risk.

¹ Structurally complex systems typically have a large number of diverse agents (decision nodes) interacting in densely connected networks that produce both reinforcing and balancing feedback cycles. Structurally dynamic systems have changing and porous boundaries enabling the entry and exit of both actors and resources, and changing network structures that create and eliminate connections in the system. In behaviorally adaptive systems, agents compete for scarce resources in the system, and this competition causes agents to abandon some old behaviors and experiment with and adopt some new ones.
2. National security competition takes diverse forms, and occurs both inside and outside organizational boundaries, such as violent competition in battle, or competition for money in the federal budget process.

3. Participants have a role in shaping the terms of competition — i.e., the rules, boundaries, players, and resources are not merely given by nature but also by the players’ choices.

This chapter explores complexity, competitive advantage, and each of the above characteristics.

**COMPLEXITY AND THE SEARCH FOR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE**

Strategic competition is dynamic and complex, and permanent solution is neither a natural state of such competition nor a legitimate goal of strategy. Americans famously have a can-do attitude. Indeed, the great lesson of American history may be that if we get together and apply enough energy, intelligence, creativity, good political sense, and money (usually a lot), any problem can be solved. The invention of the U.S. constitutional government? Check. The opening of the West? Check. The industrialization of the country during the gilded age? Check. The mobilization during World War II? Check. The Apollo program? Check. Thus, it is tempting to see American history as a long series of triumphs of management, engineering, or good old individual grit and ingenuity. American history becomes progress from lower to higher states of living, in economic, moral, and political terms.

Thoughtful people of course will recognize the gross simplification in this account. Even the most patriotic Americans know that the nation’s history is not uninterrupted progress. But the broader point remains valid: Americans believe in solving big problems. The trouble is that “solve” is the wrong word to use in connection with complex, adaptive systems. We need to alter our language when we articulate our goals for dealing with them. We do not “solve” competitive problems at the strategic level, we manage them.

Consider public health. Within the broad sphere of public health there have been notable victories such as the eradication of
smallpox through the World Health Organization’s global vaccination campaign in the sixties and seventies, but the competition between public health and disease continues. Its basis in the developed world has shifted away from infectious diseases and towards problems such as obesity and tobacco-related cancers. The late scientist Andrew Spielman observed how the philosophy of managing competitive conditions works in public health, “We deal with populations over time, populations of individuals...Our first goal is to cause no outbreaks, no epidemics, to manage, to contain the infection.” These same dynamics operate in other complex, competitive systems: law enforcement and crime; capital markets (incl. borrowers and lenders) in financial systems; and adversaries in war.

Complex, adaptive systems (CAS) can generate tremendous adaptation to changing competitive conditions. When pressured, systems and subordinate organizations will fight to remain competitive by exploiting their resources and those advantages they hold over their competitors, such as material, location, human capital, reputation, and more. The greater the scarcity of said advantages, the greater the competitive pressures to adapt. Furthermore, constant adaptation creates opportunities for new paths to competitive advantage. The idea that there are many paths to reach an outcome or goal, or equifinality, is both an asset and liability for strategic leaders in a competitive environment. On one hand, leaders have many options to establish and maintain an advantage over competitors (i.e. adaptation). On the other hand, an existing advantage becomes more difficult to maintain, and the actions of competitors are harder to predict.

The complexity of competitive systems arises from their structural and behavioral features. They tend to be big — in population and geography — with diverse resources and agents (i.e., decision-makers). The boundaries of CAS are usually porous, enabling the entry and exit of both resources and agents — enabling the constant change of the shape and composition of the system. Elements of CAS are interconnected, usually exhibiting a dense, highly networked structure, allowing resources such as
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energy or information to follow many different paths through the system, and for agents to correspond with a wide variety of other actors in them. Furthermore, agents can be network entrepreneurs, constructing new ties to other actors in the system, developing connections when none existed before. The aphorism “all models are wrong; some are useful,” applies with a vengeance in complex, adaptive systems. Any model of the system is a necessarily simplified representation and will exclude key components or behaviors. Because of this complexity and adaptive capacity, there are no winners in strategic competition; only leaders, laggards, and losers.

Strategic competition is unending, and the position of competitors is subject to sudden and significant changes. At the strategic level, there are no permanent winners, all victories are temporary, with some more short-lived than others. As in the evolutionary competition of biological systems, strategic competition features leaders, laggards, and losers.4

Leaders are those actors whose choices and resource endowments put them in an advantageous position relative to competitors. Leaders may have easier access to scarce resources, and the ability to shape collective understanding of the rules of the game, even though such rules may hold only insofar as we can persuade competitors of their power and efficacy. In the current international security environment, for example, the U.S. and its key European and East Asian allies are clearly leaders, working within a system that benefits and reinforces their competitive position.

Laggards are competing from a position of relative weakness, but they may be gaining ground, maintaining their position, or falling further behind.

Losers are out of the race — extinct, in evolutionary terms.

Note a crucial difference between evolutionary competition and national security competition: a species that loses goes extinct, never to return. A political entity (e.g., state, party, or
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ideology) that loses, such as the Nazi party in 1945, can rise from the dead. Thus, even “losing” can be a temporary condition in strategic competition.

Crucially, leaders and laggards interact in a competition that never ends. It merely progresses from one condition of relatively stable but impermanent equilibrium to another, and that progression may feature a dramatic change of the pre-existing order of the competition. The dinosaurs were earth’s dominant land species for almost 200 million years, but their genetic legacy today is limited to birds. Mammals have become dominant. Such disruptions extend not only to the re-ordering of competitors, but to the transformation of competition itself.

Strategic competition is unlike any sport or game. If it were, it would feature spontaneous shifts in the rules and objectives – foot races with well-established packs of leaders and laggards would suddenly become rugby matches, before transitioning to boxing, and then to cycling. Because these contextual disruptions are so traumatic to the established order, they tend to have higher costs for leaders, and offer more potential benefits to laggards.

**UNRESOLVABLE UNCERTAINTY**

Strategic competition involves unresolvable uncertainty; over time, the system as a whole and the behaviors of agents within it will not adhere to stable measures of risk.5 The term “unresolvable uncertainty” refers to the lack of known (or knowable) probability distributions.6 For example, the risk of rolling a six on a six-sided die is knowable: one-sixth, or a probability of .1666. In contrast,
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5 The phrase “deep uncertainty” has been used to describe a specific type of uncertainty that is a common feature of competitive systems, and to differentiate it from traditional concepts of risk. According to scholars advancing the concept, deep uncertainty exists, “when parties to a decision do not know, or cannot agree on, the system model that relates action to consequences, the probability distributions to place over the inputs to these models, or which consequences to consider and their relative importance.” Setting aside the “cannot agree on” condition of that definition, deep uncertainty is a core feature of competitive systems because of the way in which the behavior of agents in the system changes based on an evolving understanding of other agents’ actions and competitive schema, as well as the adaptive behavior of the system as a whole. See Society for Decision Making Under Deep Uncertainty, http://www.deepuncertainty.org/ (accessed February 5, 2018).

the risks that a monetary crisis or major terrorist attack on the United States will occur in the next year are not knowable. History can tell us something about how often such events have occurred in the past, and under what conditions, but these and other phenomena are subject to the influence of human decision-makers who get to decide whether that history is even relevant.

To say that competitive uncertainty is unresolvable is not to say that we should not try to manage it. Indeed, good competitive strategies reduce uncertainty. Nevertheless, risk reduction is not elimination, and we must study the sources and characteristics of competitive uncertainty, which arises from two elements of strategic competition: complexity and adaptation.

**Complexity** makes certainty in competitive decision-making impossible. Herbert Simon described the human constraint of *bounded rationality*, which he offered as a corrective to the notion that people could make utility-optimizing, perfectly rational economic decisions. According to Simon, optimization requires three conditions that cannot be satisfied in reality, especially in highly complex competitive environments.7

- Optimization requires a perfect knowledge of the consequences (effects) of our decisions (causes). We have only a partial understanding of the consequences that follow our choices.
- Optimization requires a perfect understanding of the utility we derive from various possible future states, in order that we prioritize accurately. Our present decisions are guided by future conditions that we seek to obtain or avoid. However, because we are not experiencing those future conditions now, our decisions must be justified by how we imagine that we will feel in the future. The values that we assign to those imagined states are often inaccurate.
- Optimization requires an exhaustive awareness of present options. That is, to know that we have chosen the best option, we must know all possible options.
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This is impossible. There is always something that we have not considered, a possible choice that could be discovered (or created) given more time and effort.

Given the impossibility of optimization, Simon coined the term “satisficing” to describe the good enough criteria that tend to drive decision-making in the real world. Satisficing is an artifact of the uncertainty that we cannot eliminate from strategic competition: we can never know what choice is best in a given situation, so we settle for a good enough choice. “Good enough” is about as good as we can hope for in complex competitive environments.

The adaptive behavior of competitive actors in the system also makes certainty an impossibility in competitive decision-making. Leadership scholar Ronald Heifetz categorizes two kinds of problems that leaders confront in these conditions. Technical problems, according to Heifetz & Laurie, may be difficult, but are susceptible to solution through expertise and good management. Technical problems often feature significant risks, but the risk distribution is knowable beforehand. Endeavors like the Manhattan Project to develop the atomic bomb, and the Apollo program to send manned missions to the moon, are examples of significant technical problems.

Adaptive challenges, however, change as we interact with them, and defy solution. Consider the game of “chicken,” which involves two cars speeding head-on towards each other. The loser of the game swerves first, thus embarrassing himself in front of his peers. But an even worse outcome exists if the cars hit each other, killing or maiming both drivers. What is the optimal strategy? None exists. No matter how many times you play the game, each instance involves a new set of calculations of risk, and the reliability of those calculations varies depending on the players and the circumstances.

The competitive dynamics of the national security environment make adaptive challenges the norm in strategic
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9 Not even the throw the steering wheel out the window after you start driving strategy is optimal. What if your opponent does the same?
leadership. National security competition is not a game with set rules, equipment, boundaries, participants, and outcomes that are unambiguous and understood by all players. Human beings learn and change all the time. When a behavior that used to work stops working, people change it. When resources that people seek are not available in one place, they either look elsewhere, or they adopt a different resource. A further catalyst for adaptation and change is the way that people’s sense of equity and justice, and their development of choices and preferences, are shaped by information they receive about events occurring elsewhere. This has always been the case, but with today’s ever-accelerating creation and dissemination of information, it happens faster now than at any time in human history.

A clear implication of unresolvable uncertainty is that more resources (money or time) will not eliminate the analytical and strategic challenges posed by complex adaptive systems. No future state of the competitive environment is guaranteed by current conditions. No matter how likely a future condition seems, the system has the potential to diverge from it due to adaptations in behaviors. History does not ride on rails. You do not arrive at a guaranteed vision of the future simply by pouring more money or time into analysis. More analytical or operational resources may reduce the range of predicted outcomes but will never produce certainty.

Competition creates change and adaptation, and the appropriate role of risk management in complex, adaptive systems is not to eliminate risk, but to understand it and reduce it where possible. Furthermore, risk management in strategic competition must acknowledge the possibility that the distribution of risk may differ significantly from the past, or from what we think it is. Prior to the 2008 financial crisis, many bankers asserted the inviolability of the rule that people in financial distress stop paying their mortgages only after they have stopped paying for everything else, and history supported this view. But the bankers were wrong. People’s behaviors adapted (rationally, 

one may argue) in the face of new circumstances, and millions of home-owners defaulted on their mortgages, precipitating the largest financial crisis since the Great Depression.

**Varieties of Internal and External Competition**

*Competition in national security is exceptionally diverse, occurring both inside and outside organizational boundaries.* All the diverse types of competition in national security involve contests to claim scarce resources. This scarcity is the one essential characteristic of all competition. Make an important resource more abundant, or create an effective substitute, and competition wains. Make it scarcer, or remove substitutes, and competitive pressures build. Even ideological competition involves competition for scarce resources: an ideology is competitive when it seeks to control political power through electoral success, policy changes such as the redistribution of wealth, or revolutionary upheaval. All involve competition for scarce resources (votes, tax revenues, or dominance in war).

National security competition includes (but is not limited to):

*Violent competition with opposing forces.* Military forces compete with adversaries to establish dominance on the modern battlefield, a sort of Darwinian competition in which the fit survive and the unfit are destroyed or compelled to surrender.

*Roles and missions competition within the military and across the government.* The U.S. Armed Services (Army, Navy, Air Force) compete for roles and missions that support the national security goals of civilian leaders. That is, they vie with each to provide attractive options to policy makers. This competition also occurs in the Department of Defense (DoD) as it competes with other elements of the U.S. Government to provide options that support the strategic objectives of the President. The U.S. Armed Services collectively engage in a disjunctive symbiosis, in which they rely on each other in joint operations and co-evolve to face common threats yet compete among themselves for limited resources.
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Budget competition within the DoD and across the government. The Armed Services also vie for a greater share of the budget within the DoD. Similarly, DoD competes with other elements of the U.S. government for a greater share of the Federal budget.

International competition. National security leaders take part in high-level competition between states and systems. Nations compete for influence and allies, economic resources, access to markets, and human capital. Nations are also often proxies for ideological and cultural competition, with broader political, economic, or religious systems vying to govern and influence societies and individuals.

Whether competition arises from internal or external sources, it affects the organization in different ways. The sub-units in an organization rarely work harmoniously toward superordinate goals. Internal competition is ever-present and affects resource allocation decisions, power dynamics, access, control, and influence in the organization. Leaders must be attuned to these competitive dynamics to build effective relationships and a cooperative climate. Therefore, "internal competitions" affect decisions for structuring and aligning people, processes, technology, and resources to achieve a strategic vision.

Similarly, external competition within the national security environment drives policy and decisions on the use of different instruments of national power to safeguard national interests and competitive standing.

The Flexible Terms and Boundaries of Strategic Competition

The terms of strategic competition are remarkably flexible. In strategic competition, leaders affect basic questions of competitive identity and involvement, as well as the boundaries and rules of competition.

Identity concerns whether to approach another entity as a competitor, partner, or something else. Adversaries can become allies, and vice versa. On the eve of the Second World War, representatives of the German and Soviet governments agreed to a non-aggression treaty, partitioning Poland between them and allowing Germany to focus its attention on the later conquest of
Western Europe. At the time, the treaty shocked observers, not least because of the rhetorical and physical hostility that had characterized Nazi-Bolshevik relations up to that point.\textsuperscript{11} The German government had ruthlessly suppressed communists at home, and the Soviets had matched Nazi brutality. Now, the nations were suddenly great friends, at least until the German Army launched *Operation Barbarossa* in June, 1941.

**Involvement** concerns whether to compete, exit, or something in between (monitor, for example). Participation is seldom required, and players can exit from competition either through disengagement or a shift to cooperation or collaboration. Key actors can exit the competition, or re-enter later. The U.S. did so when, after joining the victorious allies of the First World War, it refused to ratify the League of Nations and absented itself from great power relations for twenty years, only to find itself entering another European war.

Finally, the rules and boundaries of competition are decided both by natural conditions and by the choices of participants. What is allowable is constantly in flux, as are the actions and entities considered in or out-of-bounds of competition. Examples include the evolution from 1941 to the present of American policies of violence against civilians, from the indiscriminate strategic bombing of Japan and Germany to the intense care given to avoiding non-combatant deaths today.

**CONCLUSION**

Strategic leaders operating in complex, adaptive systems must concern themselves with obtaining and maintaining advantage, not with achieving a permanent solution or winning, per se. What does this mean for how leaders formulate and implement competitive strategy?

First, it means that all advantages are provisional. What makes us special now — exquisite defense platforms, for example — may make us an endangered species tomorrow. Competitive leadership means different things at different times. Consumers

may not always want a physical print of an image, but Polaroid failed to recognize this and missed moving to digital photography.\textsuperscript{12} General Motors failed to recognize how the design of a car may not always be more important to customers than things like safety, reliability, or fuel efficiency.\textsuperscript{13} Supremacy of the sea may not always be determined by the navy with the most capable battleships. This places a premium on a leaders’ ability to think in time and innovate faster than competitors, lest their organizations become laggards in vital areas of security.

Second, in recognizing the ephemeral character of competitive advantage, leaders must confront the fundamental paradox of organizational leadership in competitive environments: organizations exist to routinize the assumptions and activities that help them succeed, and those assumptions and activities sustain success until they no longer fit the competitive environment; then they become weaknesses. The ability of leaders to create reliable organizational behaviors is therefore a great asset or great liability, depending on the alignment with competitive requirements. Leaders must somehow maintain the efficiencies that are sources of competitive advantage, while simultaneously challenging the assumptions that are the basis of that advantage. This requires persistent investment to increase internal efficiencies, and continued attention to building significant capabilities in scanning the external, competitive environment. An organization that recognizes that every one of its competitive assumptions may be invalidated at any time is more likely to pay attention to what is going on outside of it, avoiding the trap of self-obsession that afflicts many successful organizations.

\textsuperscript{12} Andrea Nagy Smith, “What was Polaroid Thinking?” \textit{Yale Insights}, Yale School of Management, November 4, 2009, https://insights.som.yale.edu/insights/what-was-polaroid-thinking (accessed April 5, 2019).

Chapter 3. Leading Large Bureaucratic Organizations: The Internal Environment

Kristin Behfar and Dale Watson

The word “bureaucracy” often carries a negative connotation, and it has been satirically defined as “the epoxy that greases the wheels of progress.”\(^1\) This raises the question: what does it mean to be an effective strategic leader within a large bureaucracy like the Department of Defense?

There are two important considerations before answering that question. First, despite its pitfalls, there is an actual need for bureaucracy. The multiple systems and processes that make up a bureaucracy are essential for the operation of large, complex organizations like the Department of Defense. Senior leaders depend on these systems because size and complexity preclude their ability to know every part of the organization, to interact with each employee, and to hold people personally accountable. This makes the exercise of direct supervision and real-time situational awareness nearly impossible to obtain and actively manage alone. Administrative structures and systems are necessary to distribute, coordinate, and supervise activities of major sub-organizations across the enterprise, as well as between the different echelons within sub-organizations.

A second consideration is the psychological experience of employees. Bureaucracies are by definition impersonal, favor no one, and seek to create efficiencies for the whole. For many personnel, “standard operating” systems feel impersonal and limit the choice and freedom they have in their jobs. In addition, employees who operate for long periods of time in a resource constrained environment often begin to believe that strategy is driven more by constraints and self-generating bureaucracy than by purpose and vision.
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An important role, therefore, for strategic leaders is to design and maintain bureaucratic systems that enable rather than hinder achieving strategic goals. As outlined in Chapter 2, organizations must navigate and respond to a competitive external environment. Making decisions about how to respond internally requires a sophisticated understanding of organization design—or how to internally organize to meet strategic objectives. This has been called “the law of requisite complexity,”2 or the idea that the sophistication of the internal structure must keep pace with the demands of a dynamic operating environment. Strategic leaders make decisions about how to design bureaucracy. Their words, behaviors, and decisions are what connect and motivate people to pursue ends given the ways and means available to them. This chapter describes how leaders can structure and align large organizations to manage the inherent tensions in bureaucracies.

ORGANIZATIONAL TENSIONS

In any large, complex organization there are persistent tensions that create difficult decisions for leaders. One tension, for example, is between short-term resource needs and longer-term strategy. Balancing the opportunity costs of near-term objectives against more distant goals often focuses attention on incremental process efficiencies over longer-term plans. This tension was felt by the Army in the past decade when focus on near-term readiness of the force came at the expense of modernization efforts. Here, the demands of the external environment (i.e., a persistent conflict) resulted in a prioritization of the ability to “fight tonight” over longer-term capability development. The realities of responding to a dynamic external environment while concurrently posturing the organization for future success is a constant management challenge. Strategic decisions reflect careful thought about how to manage trade-offs and the associated risk they introduce.

There are also persistent tensions between effectiveness and efficiency in operations. For example, the Department of Defense
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acquisition process is a complex decision apparatus where leaders need to manage tensions between cost, schedule, and future performance while remaining responsive to the warfighter. Innovative ways to streamline the acquisition process through *urgent operational need* statements³ and off-the-shelf technologies are examples of how senior leaders have adapted around structural inefficiencies to achieve needed near-term effectiveness.

Another tension persists between the specialized objectives of individual sub-organizations and the overall goals of the enterprise. Sub-organizations have a more specialized focus, which is effective because they develop unique skills and procedures, strong unit identities, and create operational efficiencies.⁴ Such specialization is effective because members of sub-organizations share a common language, have practice with understanding and solving similar problems together, and use common processes (e.g., the Army’s Military Decision Making Process).

There are, however, two ways that this creates problems for the enterprise. First, if the environment demands the need to quickly integrate specialized units, it takes more effort and time to integrate specialized units. Challenges of interoperability, for example, occur when trying to integrate diverse service functional capabilities. Another source of inefficiency for the enterprise can come from too much administrative or operational redundancy between sub-organizations. This tension is reflected in the recent strategic decision to create CYBERCOM to unify cyber operations under one command, rather than having each service continue to develop its own unique doctrine and concepts. Generally, as the need to manage environmental complexity increases, strategic leaders expend greater energy and resources to coordinate outputs across subunits. This typically means a consolidating control at a higher level over processes in order to integrate sub-

organizations. In some cases, this might even mean creating another sub-organizational structure.

**Organizational Structure**

Organizational structure, if examined closely, can provide important insight into how previous strategic leaders have thought about balancing these persistent tensions. By looking at an organizational chart one can quickly recognize, for example, strategic decisions to organize the enterprise by functional purpose (e.g., each service branch), by interdependent operations (e.g., functional combatant commands), and/or by geographic region (e.g., combatant commands). Examining the governing systems and lines of authority in that structure provides important insight into the assumptions made by previous leaders about the best way to integrate versus separate day-to-day operations between subunits. For example, within the Department of Defense the combatant commands employ the force, whereas the functional services train, man, and equip the force. Reporting relationships, responsibilities, and authorities within the Department of Defense structure reflect and reinforce deliberate designs for differentiating and integrating such military activities.

Another example comes from examining the three interdependent decision making processes used to resource the military. These are the planning, programming, budgeting, and execution (PPBE) process, the Joint Capabilities, Integration, and Development System (JCIDS), and the Defense Acquisition System (DAS). These three systems were designed as a way to align military requirements with strategy, to sync with Congressional authorizations and appropriations, and to develop and maintain capability across a massive number of internal and external stakeholders. The design of these three systems represents robust formal standardization, likely reflecting a series of decisions over time to centrally manage a wide range of circumstances, including complexities with contracting, managing the industrial base, and multiple ways to avoid fraud, waste, and abuse. The natural outgrowth of such robust standardization is an increased amount of bureaucracy.
The judgment about the effectiveness of organizational structure, therefore, can be summarized by an old management adage: “every organization is perfectly designed to get the results that it is getting.” If an organization is underperforming, effective strategic leaders seek, identify, and remedy problems with how work is designed—usually through bureaucratic reform. Strategic leaders, by virtue of their authority, can modify the formal organization structure. They can revise the organization’s vision and change the physical arrangement of the formal hierarchy (i.e., a reorganization), they can change functional assignments (i.e., roles and missions), they can modify the processes that guide operations, or they can revise objectives, standards, and measures. These are decisions about how to rationally structure the internal organization given the dynamic operational environment.

A bigger challenge, however, for strategic leaders is to understand the part of organizational structure they cannot directly design or control—the informal structure. In contrast to the formal structure that is purposefully planned and designed to operate independent of specific people, the informal organization emerges from unplanned (often idiosyncratic) patterns of interaction and can be significantly influenced by individuals. As people work within a formal organizational design, they naturally have opinions about policies, procedures, and about one another. Informal relationships create social systems (i.e., the informal organizational structure) that profoundly affect work and how people experience it. For example, social networks are created that transmit information and influence (such as so-called “work-arounds”) and employees talk with one another to understand their experiences (e.g., the grapevine, water-cooler talk, and rumors).

The informal organization is an important source of social influence. It not only meets psychological needs of employees by personalizing the bureaucracy, it also fulfills important social needs through friendship and trust networks. In international
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staffs, for example, informal groups often coalesce around shared language or cultural customs. It can be a powerful tool to motivate innovation and change, to disseminate information, and to gain access to decision makers—alternatively, it can be a powerful form of resistance and political maneuvering. In this sense, a key insight for leading effectively in a bureaucracy is to recognize that the accomplishments of any single leader are bounded by what the formal organization enables, as well as what the informal organization collectively supports.

An important indicator of strategic leadership success, therefore, is reflected in how much alignment, or positive interdependence, there is between an organization’s formal and informal structures. If they do not positively reinforce one another, patterns of behavior, assumptions, and beliefs about the “way things really work” (e.g., avoiding conflict, maintaining the status quo) become routine and engrained in the organization’s culture. Military leaders, for example, who have rotated on 2-3 year assignments often encounter personnel who have learned to “wait it out” rather than embrace new change initiatives.

Negative cultures are typically a symptom of weak alignment between formally prescribed structures/processes and the attitudes and beliefs of the people needed to achieve objectives. A lack of alignment can show up in many ways: When responsibility and authority do not overlap; when the people that do the work are not the people who get credit for the work; when one behavior (e.g., innovation and merit-based achievement) is desired but another behavior (e.g., promoting for tenure) is rewarded; when toxic leadership persists over time, or when operating requirements create conditions where it is (informally) agreed upon to violate requirements (e.g., see Wong and Gerras
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“Lying to Ourselves”\textsuperscript{11). Effective strategic leaders quickly recognize the root cause of these frictions and thoughtfully apply their authority to modify the administrative aspects of the system to encourage desired behaviors. They also recognize that they need to do so at a pace that allows the informal organization to respond and align. Many leaders find this is an incredibly difficult balance to strike—and this balance is at the heart of what it means to be an effective strategic leader in a complex bureaucracy.

**STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP: LEVERS OF CONTROL**

Senior leaders in a bureaucracy, therefore, often find themselves in a paradoxical position: they have a great deal of power (e.g., large spans of supervisory control, greater ability to direct resources, and authority to change priorities), yet the resistance to change and routines of bureaucracies are typically difficult to directly control. Most leaders inherit structures rather than build them from scratch. Thus, when a system has been in place for some time, there is institutional momentum around how things are done—for better or for worse.

One way that leaders can change the organizations they inherit is by using a mix of “levers of control.”\textsuperscript{12} This metaphor is sometimes used to describe how leaders can balance their approach, or pull on multiple power bases, to enact change through direct and indirect methods.\textsuperscript{13} The levers framework describes four concrete ways for leaders to adapt organizations and enable change, and also emphasizes the importance of the interplay between the four levers rather than overreliance on just one.\textsuperscript{14}

The first two levers draw on formal position power and can be described by the old management adage: “you get what you permit and what you promote.” These levers tie behavior to specific consequences through the use of control systems like

\textsuperscript{11} Leonard Wong and Stephen Gerras, *Lying to Ourselves: Dishonesty in the Army Profession* (Carlisle, PA: Strategic Studies Institute, 2015).


\textsuperscript{14} Simons, *Levers of Control*. 
rewards, punishments, or evaluations. *Boundary levers* are those that rely on formal authority to change the reporting relationships, authorities, and/or the formal processes that guide operations. These decisions impose or literally re-draw boundaries around who makes decisions and how resources/rewards are allocated. This includes, for example, enforcing existing doctrine, denying a promotion to an errant subordinate, making changes to formal decision support systems such as the PPBE, or issuing new doctrine and guidance. This lever can be used to change decision authority and ensure compliance. Leaders can also formally control behavior with *diagnostic levers*, or by changing what is measured, adjusting milestones, or by revising standards. Diagnostics provide incentives to redirect efforts, and also provide feedback about where results are not being achieved—and where a leader may need to intervene (or apply a boundary lever). These two levers use formal position power to shape operational standards and define how to measure success.

As a complement, the remaining two levers represent the application of a more indirect form of control—to inspire people to follow rather than compel them. *Belief system levers* directly address why people believe in the organization and what they believe about how it works. Leaders impact beliefs via the consistency in their own behaviors that model and communicate the core values and vision of the enterprise. If, for example, a leader claims to be open to input but then “shoots the messenger” delivering bad news—he or she will reinforce negative perceptions and invite resistance and suspicion. On the other hand, if the leader behaves consistently with mission and vision statements, and uses them authentically in speeches or conversations, it is a powerful way to connect what people experience daily with a clearer path toward the desired result.\(^\text{15}\) Similarly, by choosing to interact more around certain issues than others, leaders send direct and indirect messages about priorities. The *interactive lever* refers to the idea that every action or inaction of a strategic leader is interpreted by those below them in the
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hierarchy. Where and when strategic leaders decide to become personally involved, and what they focus on, shapes and focuses the attention of efforts across the enterprise. By providing consistent focus on core values and mission objectives, leadership sets the tone that inspires positive followership—and standards for how their subordinate leaders should behave and engage.

A key point of this chapter is to emphasize that leaders should carefully consider the mix of levers they choose to pull. Position power and personal power tend to have different purposes: using position power creates an obligation to comply, while using personal power presents a set of choices and helps shape possible alternatives. Both are effective when applied appropriately. One problem is that bureaucratic leaders often over rely on formal levers or use them in a reactionary way. For example, generally, a bureaucracy’s response to a crisis is to create more bureaucracy. Creating new regulations or changing metrics in reaction to critical incidents rather assessing a more comprehensive response across the formal and informal organizations is one way that bureaucratic systems create “administrative tyranny” and invoke frustration. When used in conjunction, the four levers described in this chapter help leaders to leverage formal position power to influence decisions about programs, systems, and formal structure in a top-down manner, while simultaneously using indirect or personal power to motivate bottom-up dialogue and participation with stakeholders in the informal organizational networks. This has been called “creating adaptive space” for innovation to emerge within the bureaucracy.

IMPLICATIONS

Strategic leaders are stewards of the enterprise and the sub-organizations that operate under their direction. One goal of this
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chapter is to highlight the agility and endurance required of leaders to satisfy the “law of requisite complexity,” or to ensure that internal operations are effectively aligned to meet strategic objectives in a dynamic environment. Strategic leadership of a complex system requires a depth of patience, resilience, foresight, and the character required to look beyond immediate events and to anticipate how decisions will be received by diverse stakeholders. This requires sophisticated intellectual understanding of second- and third-order consequences of decisions, and highly refined communication skills to meaningfully explain the trade-offs in decisions that may favor some groups over others yet move the enterprise toward strategic objectives. Strategic leadership is an exercise in nuanced analysis, intellectual agility, and the development of creative solutions. These practices are critical to align the organization and to de-conflict the legitimate competing interests that will persist over the lifetime of any complex system. A skilled leader will recognize both the root causes of these tensions, as well as how their decisions directly or indirectly resolve or exacerbate these tensions. For those preparing to assume a strategic leadership position, or to advise strategic leaders, it is wise to become a student of organization design and the ways that power and influence flow through the formal and informal structures within bureaucracies. It is not straightforward to create tangible results out of intangible assets such as people, processes, and systems. The ways and means that strategic leaders manage organizations to achieve ends are not only important to achieve strategic objectives—but also for the lives and careers of the people working in the organization.
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CHAPTER 4. COMPETITIVE STRATEGY

Andrew A. Hill, Douglas Douds, and Dale Watson

Tic-tac-toe has an optimal strategy to avoid defeat: play the center square on your first turn, unless the other player already did so. Alas, there is no equivalent in strategic competition, where the quest for reliable rules for competitive decision-making is futile. “Go with what works,” is a fine mantra, but we should always add, “Until it stops working.”

Competitive systems require strategies for making choices. This chapter examines the broad characteristics of these strategies, and describes the range of strategic choices and opportunities available to leaders.

Strategy has been defined many ways, but for the purposes of this discussion, we offer the following: strategy is guidelines for decision-making in conditions of competitive uncertainty, with the purpose of reducing that uncertainty and creating or maintaining an advantage.\(^1\) Without competition and its accompanying uncertainty, strategy is unnecessary. Competitive strategies prioritize and balance contradictions over time, space, and scale. Competitive strategies can be deliberate or emergent, direct or indirect, based on limited or unlimited resources, and can involve competition based on quality, quantity, or a mix. Additionally, deliberate strategies may be active or passive. All strategy is based on expectations of causal relationships between an action and a desired (or undesired) effect.

Furthermore, all strategic competition involves the construction of a narrative that is essential to sustaining competitive advantage. The strategic leader does not wholly control this narrative. The stories we tell about competition at the strategic level are collectively determined (i.e., socially constructed), and changes in these stories can fundamentally

change the meaning and interpretation of competition in both the present and the past.

**WAYS OF COMPETING**

Effective competitive strategy is not about rules for decision-making. More useful for competition are strategic themes that give coherence to competitive choice yet preserve flexibility in making those choices. Here we identify three strategic themes: (1) deliberate (active or passive) and emergent, (2) direct and indirect, and (3) quality and quantity.

**Deliberate (active or passive), and emergent strategies**

The difference between deliberate and emergent strategic approaches is significant. Deliberate approaches reflect a heroic view of competition, in which intelligent leaders survey the environment, and then build and implement great strategies. According to Henry Mintzberg, deliberate strategies:

- Are controlled, conscious, and formal processes, decomposed into distinct steps
- Place responsibility for the overall process with the chief executive
- Produce fully-formed strategies that are then implemented through detailed attention to objectives, budgets, programs, etc.

Deliberate strategies produce an ordered result that reflects the will of the key decision-makers in an organization. Examples of deliberate approaches include Henry Ford’s adoption of the moving assembly line to produce automobiles, Nazi Germany’s conquest of Europe, and the World Health Organization’s ten-year program to eradicate small-pox.

Deliberate strategies may be active or passive. Active competitive approaches are proactive and involve taking the initiative by making choices that start new chains of causation. Passive approaches are reactive and involve making choices to
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frustrate, delay, or break the chain of causation that your adversary is building. In military terms, the choice between an active or passive competitive strategy resembles that between an offensive or defensive approach. Both are entirely legitimate strategic approaches. The benefits of an active or offensive strategy need no explication here. Militaries instinctively prefer active strategies, and the doctrine of the U.S. armed forces identifies the offensive as a “principle of war.” However, passive (or defensive) approaches warrant a modest (ahem) defense.

History is full of examples of effective defensive strategies. Facing a deadly invasion by the armies of Hannibal, the Roman Consul Quintus Fabius Maximus earned the nickname “Cunctator” (delay) because he studiously avoided decisive engagements, taking advantage of his short supply lines by waiting out his enemy. Hannibal retreated from Italy not because he lost a battle, but because he faced a political threat at home. King Charles V of France turned the tide of English conquest of Northern France by refusing battle and stripping the countryside of provisions. The Russians took a similar approach to Napoleon’s 1812 invasion.

Effective passive strategies tend to change the basis of competition from what an adversary seeks to what you seek. In the above examples, the victors changed the competition from one that took place primarily on the battlefield to one that played out over months and years in the less exciting areas of logistics and geography. The challenge for adopters of passive strategies is that they tend to have less control over timing and are more reactive. Competitors can pursue hybrids of active and passive strategies. The victorious colonies of the American Revolution pursued a broadly passive strategy, but they punctuated it with key victories that required offensive operations, notably at Trenton and Yorktown.

Where deliberate strategies tend to be top-down (or centralized), emergent strategies tend to be bottom-up (or
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Emergent approaches to strategy take a much humbler view of the individual capacity of decision-makers. Emergent strategies are not incoherent, but display *unintentional* order that arises from patterns of decision-making over time, and this order is typically not clear until after the fact. According to Mintzberg, the case for emergent strategy assumes, “the complex and dynamic nature of the organization’s environment... precludes deliberate control; strategy making must above all take the form of a process of learning over time, in which, at the limit, formulation and implementation become indistinguishable.”

Mintzberg adds that emergent strategy:

- Places responsibility for strategy learning and development throughout the organization – there are many potential strategists
- Makes leaders responsible not for preconceiving deliberate strategies but for managing a process of strategic learning
- Finds strategies first “as patterns out of the past, and only later perhaps as deliberate plans for the future”

Emergent strategy is therefore strategy that arises from the ground up, through learning. It changes the character of the competition from driving to adapting to changes in the competitive environment. It is less about planning and coordination in initial decisions, and more about adaptation and flexibility in subsequent decisions. Examples of emergent strategies include Amazon’s evolution from its initial focus on online book sales, Apple’s transformation into a mobile-device manufacturer, or the expansion of the United States during the 18th and 19th centuries.

Note that emergent and deliberate approaches are not mutually exclusive, and organizations can use each one at distinct stages of competition. In the military, deliberate strategy may accurately reflect strategy-formulation prior to the start of a
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6 Ibid., 209.
conflict, giving way to emergent strategy once competitive conditions force learning.

**Direct and indirect strategies**

In 1974, U.S. Army Colonel Harry Summers, a decorated veteran of the Vietnam War, traveled to Hanoi, Vietnam as part of a military delegation attempting to resolve the status of missing American servicemen. Summers later recounted an exchange he had with a North Vietnamese officer, Colonel Tu. When Summers said, "You know, you never beat us on the battlefield," Colonel Tu responded, "That may be so, but it is also irrelevant." This story wonderfully illustrates a crucial choice in strategy: the choice of *where* to compete in time, space, and scale.

We can classify most competitive strategies as direct or indirect. In Harry Summers’s experience, he argued that the U.S. military had completely dominated its opponents in Vietnam in *direct* military competition. His counterpart took the position that, whatever the truth of Summers’s statement, direct military competition did not really matter, because North Vietnam had defeated the United States in *indirect* competition by eroding its will to fight.

The U.S. military has a long-standing taxonomy of two generic strategies in war—annihilation and erosion—that broadly reflect the direct and indirect approaches. Joint Publication 1, Doctrine for the Armed Forces of the United States, explains: “The first is to make the enemy helpless to resist us, by physically destroying his military capabilities... The second approach is to convince the enemy that accepting our terms will be less painful than continuing to aggress or resist.”

Which is better? Sun Tzu famously recommended the indirect approach, suggesting that leaders first strive to defeat enemies by attacking their strategy (sometimes translated as “plans”), thereby avoiding the uncertain outcome of battle. Sun Tzu wrote: “Therefore the skillful leader subdues the enemy’s troops without any fighting; he captures their cities without laying siege to them;
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he overthrows their kingdom without lengthy operations in the field.”

Indirect strategies have disadvantages, as well. They are more complex and often more time-consuming than direct approaches. The connections between cause and effect in indirect strategies are longer, and incur greater risks of miscalculation and error, both in making decisions and in constructing a narrative to justify a strategy to key stakeholders, an important leadership responsibility (more on this below). North Vietnam may have defeated the U.S. indirectly, but it took years of struggle, and the nation suffered terribly as a result of its military disadvantage.

Yet the question of whether indirect or direct strategy is better sort of misses the point: an effective strategy inevitably must include degrees of both. North Vietnam pursued both indirect and direct strategies. It attempted (unsuccessfully, for the most part) to defeat U.S. military forces on land and in the air. After early failures in costly conventional battles with U.S. forces, North Vietnam indirectly engaged the U.S. military in guerilla warfare while preparing to fight a direct conventional war against South Vietnam when the timing was opportune.

The main difference between direct and indirect strategies is not the relative superiority of one or the other, but how each operates in or across the levels of an overall strategic concept. Direct strategies tend to focus within levels of national security strategy. For example, dominance of the sea was an objective of the United Kingdom’s Royal Navy during the Second World War. To establish and maintain this dominance, the Royal Navy focused on its ability to destroy enemy vessels in direct naval combat. Germany initially attempted to contest Royal Navy dominance in the North Atlantic. Finding itself losing that competition, it chose a different route: avoid direct engagements with the Royal Navy, and use submarines operating in “wolfpacks” to destroy allied merchant vessels. Thus, Germany chose not contest the Royal Navy’s dominance of the sea, but to compete across levels of naval strategy. It used U-boats, ostensibly a tactical element in conventional naval operations, to compete at
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4. Competitive Strategy

a higher level and scale of strategy. The transport of people and goods over the sea, the higher purpose of the Royal Navy’s dominance, became the target of German naval strategy.\(^\text{10}\) Germany sought to deny the U.K. not its naval dominance, but the higher-level benefits of that dominance. Germany’s indirect strategy worked well for a time, until the Royal Navy figured out that it needed to compete at that level, as well, adopting convoy tactics that changed the course of the naval war.

The experience of the Royal Navy illustrates three key points regarding direct and indirect strategies: first, indirect strategies are most evident in a willingness to accept a competitive disadvantage at one level in pursuit of a competitive advantage at a higher level; second, one competitor can employ a direct strategy while its opponent employs an indirect strategy; third, indirect strategies can become direct when an adversary “levels up” its own strategy.

**Strategies of quality, strategies of quantity**

Our final strategic category concerns the classic choice between quality and quantity. Michael Porter, in the seminal work *Competitive Strategy*, proposes two generic strategies for business competition: cost, and product differentiation.\(^\text{11}\) Cost competition and product differentiation are simply different words for the trade-off between quantity or quality. In nature, we see the virtues of quantity and quality evident in different evolutionary paths. Bacteria, the oldest and most common of all life-forms, effectively use mass to compensate for individual weakness. In contrast, sharks – to take just one example – rely on quality. With a physiology that has changed little in over 100 million years, they use speed, strength, sharp teeth, and some sophisticated sensory capabilities to find and consume prey.\(^\text{12}\) Of
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course, most competitors would prefer both quantity and quality, but constraints on resources tend to make that difficult.

Returning to Porter’s generic versus differentiation strategies, firms competing on cost (generic) sell commoditized products, such as gasoline, for which price is the overriding determinant of consumer choice; these firms therefore focus on selling at a lower price than competitors. Product differentiators, by contrast, assume that customers choose their products based on characteristics such as quality or performance (luxury cars, for example); price remains a factor, but it is not pre-eminent. Acknowledging Soviet dominance in mass in a potential European war, after Vietnam the U.S. military shifted decisively to a focus on differentiation, seeking overmatch.

Quality and quantity strategies are not as simple as they sound, leaving plenty of room for leaders to determine how, exactly, to implement a strategy. A cost competing firm, for example, can lower costs by generating production efficiencies, or by focusing on improving distribution. In warfare, for example, a military that focuses on annihilation of opposing forces can pursue that strategy through advantages in quantity (mass) or quality (overmatch).

It may be tempting to see the strategic choices of deliberate/emergent, direct/indirect, and quality/quantity like a golfer views golf clubs—in golf, you can only use one club per shot. But strategy is not like this. Effective strategy can incorporate each one of the types described above, albeit in different elements of the strategy. Leaders should consider how all of the competitive demands facing their organization correspond to these various types. It is not a question of what approach is best in all circumstances, but which one aligns better to a specific competitive threat or opportunity, and to the capabilities of the organization itself.

We now turn to a final, critical aspect of competitive strategy: the strategic narrative.
COMPETITIVE NARRATIVES

The stories we tell about strategic competition can be as powerful as the facts themselves. The old aphorism “seeing is believing,” nicely captures the spirit of the Enlightenment, with its scientific revolution and celebration of the persuasive power of physical evidence. Yet it is often true that “believing is seeing.” This is a potent strategic tool, and the degree of freedom leaders have in re-constructing the reality of war increases from lower to higher levels.

At the strategic level, the meaning we give to reality differs based on how we collectively interpret it – how we socially construct it. Emile Simpson writes, “Strategy seeks to invest actions in war with their desired meaning… Strategy does not merely need to orchestrate tactical actions (the use of force), but also construct the interpretive structure which gives them meaning and links them to the end of policy.”

Leaders get to influence, if not outright define, the meaning of reality. Recognizing the constructive possibilities of strategy can dramatically expand strategic choice and give rise to more creative strategies. At the strategic level, even simple questions (e.g., “What happened?”) can have multiple, even contradictory answers, and the validity of those answers may depend not in differences of facts, but on the interpretation of those facts, and the ability to convince others that your interpretation has merit.

Competition is complex, with few binary conditions or outcomes, and this complexity increases as one moves from the tactical to the strategic level, where every answer seems to begin with “it depends”. Sociologist William Bruce Cameron’s observation, “not everything that counts can be counted and not everything that can be counted counts,” holds true. Perception,
national will, and leadership are intangibles that are hard to quantify. Sometimes we interpret this strategic complexity as a higher barrier to analysis, but one that can nevertheless be cracked. Leaders may still believe that at the strategic level there is some underlying, objective reality awaiting their discovery. We do not just discover strategic reality; we also define it. That is, reality is “socially constructed,” determined through social and political processes of discussion, negotiation, persuasion, and historical interpretation. This may smack of postmodernism, with its subjective realities and relativistic truths. Such concepts are not often invoked in military circles. Yet considering the social construction of military and political outcomes is a powerful way to see new strategic possibilities.

The social construction of knowledge means that the social environment, with its relationships, culture, norms, and values, significantly influences how we understand the world, and how we understand the world affects what we know to be true.17 It was on the sociological foundations of social construction that Alexander Wendt and other theorists created the constructivist alternative to the realist/neo-liberal argument international relations. Wendt writes, “If the United States and Soviet Union decide that they are no longer enemies, ‘the cold war is over.’ It is collective meanings that constitute the structures which organize our actions.”18 In a socially constructed context, a leader has maneuver space to shape the meaning of facts, and therefore transform our understanding of reality.

This reality-construction is the true indicator of James MacGregor Burns’s transforming leadership.19 Transforming leaders do not change the facts; they change what the facts mean by constructing new possibilities. Ulysses S. Grant did this transforming work in the smoke-choked aftermath of the Battle of the Wilderness. What looked like defeat for three years running was no longer defeat. The facts made it seem like a loss – over

18,000 Union casualties to 11,000 Confederates, both Union flanks assailed, forward motion halted, and the Confederates still in their defensive works. Grant had the authority to choose to retreat, and the option was open to him. He chose differently. In the process, he transformed the Battle of the Wilderness from a tactical loss into a successful first step in a campaign to end the war. It was a creative effort to shape the perception of the army he was leading and the public that supported it. Was it true? That question misses the point. It was true because the Union Army believed it, and, eventually, so did its Confederate opponents.

Though leaders cannot, on their own, successfully advance a strategic narrative, they have freedom to create and preserve options domestically and internationally by creatively interpreting established facts—Charles DeGaulle re-creating a French Republic in the midst of defeat in the Algerian war, or Nelson Mandela creating a post-apartheid Africa in which whites would still have a place and a voice. President Richard Nixon and Secretary of State Henry Kissinger shattered the western, monolithic view of global communism by opening the door to China in 1972. Nixon described it as "the week that changed the world." And it had, though it took a lot longer than one week. It ended the mutual isolation of the People’s Republic of China and the U.S. Yet the pre-Open Door facts remained the same. China was still communist, and Mao was still in charge. The Vietnam War continued. The Cold War was still frosty.

CONCLUSION

This and the preceding two chapters described the competitive environment and the basic characteristics of competitive strategies employed by strategic leaders in seeking to create and maintain a competitive advantage. Both papers briefly discussed how leaders can use their organizations to understand the complex, adaptive environment, and develop effective strategies for leading in it. Effective organizational leadership is
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the *sine qua non* of competitive success, and the next chapter examines in greater detail the organizational environment that leaders must negotiate to achieve that success.
“Whatever your life’s work is, do it well.”¹ Martin Luther King, Jr. used these words as he admonished his followers to be the very best in their current jobs. The same admonition applies to those assuming the responsibilities of strategic leadership. The executive context is different and, consequently, so are senior leader responsibilities.² Some of the many differences in the strategic environment include the sheer number of subordinates, the sophistication of one’s inner circle, increased budgets, and expanded time horizons.³ Previous chapters of this primer have focused on the strategic context as well as the individual knowledge, skills, and abilities required of strategic leaders. Aligned with these changes is the recognition that others’ expectations of effective strategic leadership also change. One of the ways to think about those new responsibilities is in the context of senior leader roles.

Senior leader roles — what they do and how they spend their time — are an important topic of both research and development. The purpose of this chapter is to describe the importance of those roles and to present a framework that illustrates the duties that effective senior leaders are expected to perform. To inform this endeavor, leadership research provides valuable insight and suggests that leaders at the strategic level recognize the following:

Senior leader roles emerge from the behavioral expectations of both internal and external stakeholders. Senior leader incumbents also influence their own roles based on individual performance and relationships with powerful stakeholders.

Individual performance of the most important roles – a classification that varies between organizations - defines senior leader effectiveness for both internal and external constituents. Moreover, the roles that senior leaders embrace (or avoid) can impact the competitive advantage of their organizations: choices matter. The nature of senior leader roles is paradoxical and role conflict is a normal aspect of leadership at the strategic level.  

**WHAT ARE “ROLES”?**

A role is a structured, standardized, and institutionalized pattern of behavior that results in a predictable behavioral outcome. Roles, in essence, are the natural outcome of sustained human interaction and labels assigned to such interactions suggests an expected behavioral pattern (e.g., customer, parent, or commander). Extending this perspective, Katz & Kahn suggest that one can define the concept of “organization” as a system of roles; as such, this view of enduring roles over time helps explain organizational consistency under conditions of consistent personnel turnover. Within organizations, roles can sometimes be associated with particular positions at the role of “child,” “clerk,” or “division G3” generates certain expectations of behavior. Moreover, roles can also be associated with particular echelons within an organization as expectations differ at lower and higher echelons.

Role requirements for senior leaders expand rather than replace the leadership demands at lower echelons. As such, successful leadership at lower echelons provides a necessary but
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6 Ibid., Chapter 7 (pp. 185-222) focuses explicitly on development of roles within an organization.

7 Ibid., 45.

not sufficient behavioral repertoire for success in the strategic leadership domain.\textsuperscript{9} In sum, an understanding of leadership roles orients senior leaders to expectations, appropriateness, and feasibility of different actions while serving as or advising leaders at the strategic level.

Roles are important because they convey behavioral expectations: the required actions of an incumbent as perceived by themselves and others.\textsuperscript{10} The combination of internal and external forces results in senior leader’s actions being both anticipated and predictable.\textsuperscript{11} Consequently, when an individual’s actions are disconnected from others’ expectations for their role, confusion — and possibly trouble — follows.

Leaders who lack an understanding of their role expectations in the organization risk two types of role-related failures: (1) embracing roles perceived as illegitimate by key stakeholders; or (2) failing to fulfill expectations in legitimate roles. Moreover, specific roles do not exist in isolation—the roles and their inherent responsibilities interact in many different ways, sometimes even conflicting with each other. This results in significant complexity for senior leaders. Consequently, the sophisticated awareness of what others expect of the senior leader — their roles — is a first step towards effective performance.

Developing an appreciation for senior leadership roles begins with recognizing the many forces that influence “expected behavior.” First, duty descriptions provide an initial orientation to the role responsibilities, reflecting the rules, regulations, and policies associated with the position.\textsuperscript{12} However, a job description rarely captures the comprehensiveness of senior leader responsibilities. Consequently, a second force consists of internal stakeholders who expand those formal duties with opinions of other, non-written responsibilities. For example, superiors,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{10} Compared to research regarding leadership style, think of roles as what senior leaders must do (the written and unwritten job description); style – a different topic in social science research – refers to the way in which the leader accomplishes those responsibilities.
  \item \textsuperscript{11} Katz & Kahn, \textit{Social Psychology}.
  \item \textsuperscript{12} The classic dodge, “That’s not in my job description,” reflects what happens when people are asked to act outside of their roles.
\end{itemize}
subordinates, and peers within the organization expect senior leaders to behave in ways that advance that group’s personal interests.\textsuperscript{13}

A strictly internal focus, however, is incomplete at more senior levels.\textsuperscript{14} Therefore, the third group that exerts significant influence on senior leader roles are external stakeholders,\textsuperscript{15} those individuals and organizations outside of the formal organizational boundaries that have interests in the performance of the organization. Finally, because most leaders in the Department of Defense (DoD) and other established organizations are filling positions previously held by others, precedences set by those previous senior leaders establishes expectations for behavior. Relatedly, socially-prescribed norms from the broader strategic environment inform the appropriateness of leader action.\textsuperscript{16} In the end, the development of senior leader roles demands consideration of many different constituencies who each have unique interests.

While many roles are functions of stakeholder positions and their powerful expectations, roles also reflect the interdependence between the person and the position.\textsuperscript{17} As such, the incumbents themselves have discretion in the development and prioritization of roles.\textsuperscript{18} This interdependence begins with selection, as many senior leaders are often selected for a position because their background aligns with expanded role requirements.\textsuperscript{19} A related example of this person/position interdependence results from

\textsuperscript{13} The alignment between personal and organizational interests is a critical leadership function. Peter Senge suggests that such alignment is the essence of an organizational vision. Peter M. Senge, \textit{The Fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice of the Learning Organization} (New York: Currency, 2006), 191-215.

\textsuperscript{14} Jacobs and Jaques, “Executive Leadership.”

\textsuperscript{15} A means to identify and evaluate external constituencies is included in Chapter 2 of this Primer.

\textsuperscript{16} Katz and Kahn, \textit{Social Psychology}.

\textsuperscript{17} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{19} Katz and Kahn, \textit{Social Psychology}. In the military context, the truism articulated at almost every promotion ceremony is that past performance has demonstrated the capacity to perform well the roles of the advanced position. Fundamentally, such expressions suggests a goodness of fit to the duties at the next higher level.
one’s performance in the job, as effective performance, over time, increases both the discretion as well as expectations of leaders.20

**Taxonomies of Leadership Roles**

For decades, leadership researchers21 and practitioners22 have identified the fundamental challenge of leadership as balancing the requirements for task oriented behaviors that accomplish the mission of the organization with human dimension requirements that accommodate the many people involved in the organization. These two challenges still exist at the strategic level, but, as discussed earlier, the strategic context is broader, more uncertain, and more complex.

Lists of role requirements for senior leaders abound and many of them differ in label or definition.23 One categorization that might be familiar to USAWC students are the requirements for Senior Service College (SSC) graduates. Incorporating identity-development concepts into requirements for SSC graduates, Galvin proposed four persistent (i.e., context-free) role identities of senior leaders (e.g., steward of the profession, critical and reflective thinker, networked leader, and resilient leader) as well as four mission-specific identities for senior leaders within the military domain (e.g., strategic advisor and communicator, strategic planner, strategic theorist, and senior leader at the strategic level).24 These identities help orient aspiring senior leaders to the individual transitions they must make as they move
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23 Researchers vary in role descriptions because of varying methods used in their development or because of imprecise definitions of behavior and effectiveness. Biographies add realism to lists of required behaviors, but are also limited because they applied only to a single person in (generally) a single context. Yukl, *Leadership in Organizations* provides a broader discussion.

from organizational to senior leadership. As such, Galvin’s role identities orient USAWC education and transitioning students toward broad strategic leader duties. This chapter, however, takes a broader perspective and attempts to identify the behavioral roles inherent in senior leader responsibilities. Towards that end, then, the classic work by Henry Mintzberg provides solid foundation.

Mintzberg’s framework is probably the most recognized framework of strategic roles within the executive literature. It balances the requirements to focus both inside and outside of the organization. It is specific enough for senior leaders to identify required behaviors, but is general enough to be applied to multiple positions of strategic responsibility across organizations and even nations. Mintzberg identified ten CEO roles in three categories: interpersonal, informational, and decisional. Because of their breadth and applicability, Mintzberg’s class work in executive roles serves as the foundation for this chapter.

**Interpersonal Roles**

Interpersonal roles are rooted in the senior leader’s formal authority but are exercised in both formal and informal contexts. As such, as interpersonal roles affect relationships both internal and external to the organization. Mintzberg proposes three interpersonal roles—figurehead, leader, and liaison. At first glance, these roles will be familiar to unit leaders, but at the strategic level these roles are far broader in scope and complexity.

The *figurehead* role reflects the leader as a symbol of the organization to both internal and external audiences. It includes participation in ceremonial functions and other duties as the representation of not just the leader’s own organization but the defense establishment as a whole. These activities include, among many others, attendance at changes of command, prominent social affairs, and Congressional hearings.
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26 Mintzberg, Nature of Managerial Work; Mintzberg, Mintzberg on Management.
Directed internally, the leader role describes the leader’s relationship and use of power with subordinates in formal (e.g., hiring, training, meetings, etc.) and informal (e.g., socializing, mentoring, etc.) interactions. These influencing activities focus on accomplishing organizational tasks while also aligning subordinates’ personal objectives with organizational goals. Formal and informal activities might include the development of the senior staff team or subordinate commanders as well as actions to establish and maintain a positive command climate. Within military units, the leaders’ roles are more direct. Supervisors can issue directives and personally follow up to ensure compliance. At the strategic level, where organizations are dispersed globally and leaders have far greater responsibilities outside the organization, the leader role is performed more indirectly.

Leaders assume the liaison role when interacting with contacts outside of the leader’s organization. In other words, leaders focus on the development and maintenance of beneficial relationships with influential external stakeholders. More generally, leaders are liaisons when they engage others in contexts where the leader’s formal authority is less relevant. In the military, such activities might include informal interactions with the community, other military leaders, members of Congress, the media, or industry representatives and contractors. Junior leaders rarely perform this role, or do so under severe constraints. In contrast, senior leaders exercise this role routinely.

Consider how the interpersonal roles complement each other. A figurehead who fails to be an effective liaison may find it more difficult to serve as a formal representative of the organization. A second example would suggest that a failure in the leader role because of toxic relationship with subordinates can negatively affect the ability to connect with subordinates’ families (a liaison role) or to leverage a subordinate’s relationship with a powerful external stakeholder.

Informational Roles

Due to a large number of interpersonal contacts, the senior leader manages a vast amount of information, probably more than any other organizational member. Mintzberg argues that
information management is predominant to three CEO roles — monitor, disseminator, and spokesperson.

The monitor actively and continuously scans the organizational environment—internal and external—to gain information. With the most extensive network in the organization, the leader is uniquely positioned to obtain crucial data from multiple stakeholders through interactions down, up, and out. Leaders typically travel extensively and have the opportunity and responsibility to formally and informally gather information across the entire organization and the context in which it operates. However, at the strategic level it is difficult if not impossible to sustain a complete picture of the organizational context: the organizations are too large and complex. Senior leaders must act on information that is increasingly incomplete and dynamic.

The information gathered by the senior leader can only be acted upon when it is disseminated. As disseminators, leaders first decide what information to share, and what to retain. Then, leaders pass information to and between subordinate work elements for their awareness and possible action. Senior leaders use a variety of methods to keep their subordinates informed from formal statements, orders and meetings to personal communications with other senior leaders either orally or through digital/written means. Mintzberg’s research found that most senior leaders prefer oral communication exchange. However, in large, complex organizations, how does the senior leader know how thoroughly the message has passed down to all members?

While the disseminator role is generally directed internally, the spokesperson role highlights the importance of external communications. As spokesperson, senior leaders seek to influence the attitudes and expectations of those outside the organization. Note that this role often compliments the responsibilities of the figurehead. Whether celebrating a great success or managing a crisis, senior leaders inform external audiences, shaping outside judgments of the organization’s identity, value and effectiveness.

Again, note how the informational roles interact. The monitor provides the opportunity to garner significant information that can provide both short and long-term benefit to the organization. Senior leaders have the unique responsibility to interpret such
information to determine its usefulness for organizational action. Leaders must disseminate that information in a timely manner, providing organizational subsystems the opportunity act on it. Moreover, the spokesperson must keep powerful external stakeholders informed about potential changes in the environment that can influence organizational action. Information exchanged with both internal and external stakeholders can help identify future threats and opportunities for the organization.

**Decisional Roles**

Information is most valuable when it is used to make good decisions. Crucial, strategic choices are often reserved for the most senior leaders in organizations. The decisional roles highlight those responsibilities—entrepreneur, disturbance handler, resource allocator, and negotiator.

As entrepreneurs, leaders are responsible for conceiving, designing, and executing change in their organizations. The entrepreneur responds to perceived threats and opportunities (hearkening back to the monitor role) by seeking to change the organization or the environment to create new alignments between organizational capabilities and environmental opportunities. General George Marshall’s transformation of the Army prior to World War II, Admiral Hyman Rickover’s development of a nuclear navy, and General Curtis Lemay’s expansion of the Strategic Air Command are examples of military leaders in the entrepreneur role.

Some events in the organizational environment cannot be anticipated. Complex systems like large organizations are subject to what the sociologist Charles Perrow calls “normal accidents.” Crises will occur, but where and when are unknown. As disturbance handler, the leader determines how the organization responds to adverse circumstances. These “disturbances” may come from inside or outside the organization (e.g., a natural disaster, a terrorist attack, a financial scandal, a failure of discipline or safety, etc.). An organization truism states, success has
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many fathers, but failure is an orphan. In practice, then, when an organization is confronted with failures or tragedies, regardless of their origin, responsibility for solving the problem stops on the leader’s desk.

As resource allocator, the leader prioritizes the distribution of scarce resources, determining which projects are “bills” to pay and which projects are “bill-payers.” Maintaining the long view while simultaneously meeting the short-term demands placed on the organization requires distinct skills and a well-balanced approach. Yet resource allocation is not just about the uses of organizational money, equipment, and people; it is also about how leaders use their personal resources. Relatedly, Mintzberg suggests that, “The most important resource the manager allocates is his or her own time.” In other words, leaders must choose which meetings to attend and which to skip, which subordinates to mentor and which to leave to others, and so on. In this sense, the resource allocator also determines how much time a leader devotes to the various roles described in this paper.

As negotiator, leaders manage the competing interests of key external and internal stakeholders in important decisions. Externally, leaders must maintain the flow of key resources into the organization (e.g., financial capital, talent, and even time). Internally, they must also balance the interests of multiple stakeholders, including boards of directors, unions, competitors, suppliers – the list is extensive. Consider how a service chief negotiates for resources amidst the competing interests of other services, the Congress, and the internal constituencies of the service itself. Other examples of the strategic military leader as negotiator include DoD strategy and resource allocation discussions, base reallocation and closure discussions, and determining the conditions associated with allocating responsibilities among Allied Nations.

Effective leaders make decisions to provide the organization a sustainable competitive advantage. Whether a decision is meant to align the organization with external opportunities, respond to a crisis, or allocate scarce resources within the organization, most

28 Mintzberg, Mintzberg on Management, 20.
decisions at the strategic level will involve some form of negotiation. Stakeholders have too much power for senior leaders to believe that they can arbitrarily decide major organizational activities. The political environment in which these leaders operate demands more subtle approaches to decision-making.

Caveat: The complexity of competing roles

Strategic leadership literature abounds with stories of executives who must balance opposing demands within a particular role. The resource allocator role, for example, highlights the reality that there is never enough money to meet resource demands, so leaders make choices and accept risk. One additional complexity of role frameworks is the recognition that the roles also compete with each other.29

Robert E. Quinn highlights this tension, arguing that senior leaders must provide for both structure and predictability as well as adaptability and flexibility while simultaneously focusing both inside and outside of the organization.30 Even a cursory review of service chief duties validates these constant pressures. Executive leadership research suggests that one’s balance across all roles, over time, results in more effective senior leader behavior.31 To achieve this balance, though, strategic leaders must “get above the fray” of day-to-day activities to understand the organization and corresponding senior leader responsibilities in both time and space, thereby better “seeing” their personal obligations to help move the organization forward.

SUMMARY

Leader effectiveness impacts the performance of organizations.32 As leaders transition to responsibilities of strategic leadership, the astute leader recognizes and embraces the additional duties inherent in their new roles.
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29 Quinn, Beyond Rational Management.
30 Ibid.
The challenges and opportunities confronting strategic leaders are complex and far-reaching both in time and in magnitude. Leaders at the strategic level often operate with great discretion. They represent the organization, shape it, and orient it to the future, all while managing a myriad internal and external relationships. In executing these responsibilities, strategic leaders must recognize the numerous expectations of their behavior. To that end, this chapter introduced and provided an overview of senior leader roles that effective executives should strongly consider. As a starting point for a productive analysis of the demands placed on strategic leaders, Mintzberg’s framework is a useful approach to understanding these responsibilities.
CHAPTER 6. SENIOR LEADER COMPETENCIES

Douglas Waters

Organizational theorist Richard Boyatzis defined competencies as “the underlying characteristics of a person that lead to or cause effective and outstanding performance.” Like skills or abilities, competencies are differentiated from inherited traits in that they can be developed and improved within motivated individuals. While education can aid in competency development, reflective experience is the primary means that individuals both acquire and improve competencies.

Leadership competencies fall into three clusters: conceptual, technical and interpersonal. While these three categories are important for leaders at all echelons in an organization, there are qualitative differences between their manifestations among subordinate units and manifestations at the strategic level. This is predominately driven by the leader’s environment, as the increasing complexity and greatly expanded scope of responsibilities at higher echelons requires new or qualitatively different applications of existing competencies to emerge.

Strategic conceptual competencies include the thinking skills needed to understand and deal with the complex and ambiguous strategic world. Technical competencies involve the skillful application of both specialized knowledge and organizational resources to accomplish objectives; at the strategic level, this includes understanding the political, cultural and economic systems that impact the organization and how to interact with, influence and/or change them. Interpersonal competencies include effective team-building, negotiation skills, and consensus
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1 This chapter is an update to Chapter 4 of the Strategic Leadership Primer’s 3rd edition, Stephen J. Gerras (ed.).
building both internal and external to the organization, plus the capacity to communicate effectively.

CONCEPTUAL COMPETENCIES

Strategic leaders are faced with an environment of difficult, competing issues, few of which have clear solutions and all of which pose risks or challenges. Strategic issues are generally complex and ill-defined, and most information available is ambiguous and incomplete. Most possible courses of action have such complex second- and third-order effects that a completely accurate prediction of their outcomes is not possible. To be successful in such an environment, strategic leaders need sophisticated conceptual abilities. These strategic conceptual competencies can be aggregated under two categories: strategic thinking and problem management.

Strategic thinking

Strategic leaders rely on highly developed conceptual abilities to facilitate good judgment and inform decision-making. For senior leaders, this competency is normally referred to as “strategic thinking,” and it is associated with functioning at the highest echelons of an organization. Strategic thinking has been described as being intent-focused, future oriented, and involving an enterprise-wide, integrated perspective; it is ultimately about obtaining competitive advantage for the whole organization. Strategic thinking relies upon the application of cognitive competencies (e.g., critical, creative and systems thinking) that begin developing in the tactical and operational environments of organizations, as well as more developed frames of reference and enterprise understanding that come through experience.
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6 Not exclusively so however. Individuals at lower organizational levels can still be strategic thinkers, although their lack of experience and enterprise knowledge tends to result in a more narrow application.

Strategic thinking both shapes and is reliant on three critical competencies that are essential to the strategic leader: the ability to envision the future; the sophisticated use of theory, and the application of reflective judgment.

The capability to formulate and articulate strategic aims and key concepts is perhaps the strategic leader’s most significant capacity. This demands an understanding of the interaction of ends, ways, and means as they come together to form a strategy. A staff of strategists may develop and refine the strategy, but the strategic leader provides the direction, the concept, and the intent. In order to do so, the leader must be able to envision the future. This involves understanding and evaluating the relationship between the organizations’ past, the present, and significant trends in its environment to create a depiction of the future that is aspirational, attainable and grounded within the organizations’ historical context.8

A senior leader must not only have the ability to envision the future, but must also work proactively to shape the future environment to enhance goal attainment. At the strategic level, goals may be far-reaching and should be formulated to accommodate contingencies that reflect the organization’s relationship to a changing environment. This requires the thinking and processing of information creatively outside established boundaries. It is an ability to see the organization and environment not as it is but rather as it ought to be.

Related to the ability to envision the future, the use of theory becomes increasingly important as the leader moves higher in the organization’s hierarchy. The complexity of the strategic environment makes direct observation and interpretation of events difficult. The actions and motivations of actors and organizations can be unpredictable and difficult to discern without the use of a theoretical perspective to aid in interpretation. This can involve the application of established theory that the strategic leader finds valid, such as the use of international relations theory to interpret and predict geopolitical
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events, or more often the use of individually derived theories based on experience.

Strategic thinker development over time is facilitated by increasingly sophisticated frames of reference. Every leader builds a complex knowledge structure over time from schooling, personal experience, and self-study. For the strategic leader, this knowledge structure is a “map” of the strategic world; it is a dynamic representation of the significant factors in the strategic environment with cause and effect interrelationships. The strategic leader, equipped with a well-developed frame of reference, interprets the environment and recognizes patterns that may have no discernable meaning to subordinates. A frame of reference therefore acts as a theoretical basis for observation, insight and prediction.

As important as theory and well-developed frames of reference are to the strategic thinker, they are in and of themselves insufficient, and, if used reflexively, can become limiting. All theories are provisional, and their outputs demand scrutiny. Additionally, the complex, ill-structured nature of strategic issues confounds attempts to “template” solutions based on cognitive maps grounded in prior experience, no matter how comprehensive. While there likely will be similarities that the strategic thinker can leverage, the essential uniqueness of these type of problems requires the leader to be open to new input and interpretations from others, including mentors, subordinates and peers. The willingness to rethink past experiences and evaluate their relevance in light of the introduction of new data and interpretations is the essence of reflective judgment.

Problem management

Management of strategic problems deals with issues that are competing, that have manifold implications which are often difficult to understand completely, and that have potentially catastrophic outcomes if not resolved carefully. There are no
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9 Also referred to as mental maps, schema or knowledge structures. For more see Christiane Demers, Organizational Change Theories: A Synthesis (Sage Publications, Los Angeles, 2007), 61-71.
10 James P. Walsh, “Managerial and Organizational Cognition: Notes from a Trip Down Memory Lane,” Organization Science 6, no. 3 (May-June 1995): 282.
“right” answers. Many issues are not so much a choice between “right and wrong” as a choice between “right and right” (or even “acceptable and okay”). This involves applying past experiences, identifying patterns, discarding non-useable data, understanding second- and third-order effects, maintaining flexibility, and knowing what is an acceptable outcome for the system as a whole. It also involves working and thinking interactively and not solving problems individually.

Strategic level problem management implies more incremental decision making than what lower echelon leaders are accustomed to. Problem management involves “massaging” the problems towards the desired outcome—making adjustments, modifying the initial approach, and discarding alternatives that inhibit progress. Many of the most significant problems at the strategic level require this approach because simple and direct alternative courses of action do not exist. Leaders at lower echelons develop alternative courses of action, assess probability of success, and pursue the selected course of action to fruition. This differentiation between problem management and linear cause and effect decision making is a major element in the transition from direct to more indirect leadership.

**Technical Competencies**

Technical competencies at the strategic level differ significantly from those skills required at direct or organizational levels. While the technical skills used at lower echelons (e.g., tactical and operational warfighting) are important elements of the senior leader’s frame of reference, they are less relevant for tasks at the strategic level. Technical competencies include an understanding of complex, adaptive systems, the ability to diagnose and lead enterprise-level change, and appreciating the broader political and social systems within which the organization operates.

**Systems understanding**

At lower echelons, leaders understand how their organizations operate and how to foster conditions that enable them to be more effective. At the strategic level there is decreased concentration on internal process and system integration and
increased concentration on how the organization fits within the total Department of Defense (DoD) framework and into the broader international arena. Organizational systems have complex inter-relationships, and are characterized by behavior that is highly adaptive in nature. Strategic leaders must wrestle with identifying system boundaries and determining relevant inter-relationships within and across these boundaries. In this environment, numerous reporting and coordinating relationships are in play. Thus strategic leaders must understand their separate roles, the boundaries of these roles, their demands and constraints, and the expectations of other departments and agencies.

Political competence within the joint, interagency, intergovernmental, multinational (JIIM) environment.

The ability to participate effectively in the JIIM environment is predicated on an understanding of the various actors, issues and agendas that characterize such a diverse entity. This mix of cultural, experiential and viewpoint diversity requires sophisticated political instincts in order to navigate successfully. Political competence does not imply being partisan, but refers to the ability to see issues and events through a political lens to better understand motivations, rationale and red lines.

For example, senior leaders must successfully participate in interagency processes in support of national security policy formulation and execution. Just as important is the capacity for interacting with the legislative branch. Political competence is necessary to understand senior civilian perspectives and provide relevant advice in policy and strategy deliberations. Leaders at the strategic level present a balanced argument of national security requirements, benefits, costs, and risks, but to do so effectively, they must also factor in their civilian superiors multifaceted requirements, many of them political in nature.

National force projection necessitates an understanding and integration of joint and combined operations. Different nations have different cultures, operating practices and principles which impact operations of a combined force. Similarly, each Service has developed a different culture, vocabulary, and expectation for its members. Strategic leaders must recognize these cultural and
political differences, and then communicate and act in a nuanced way to gain the full understanding and commitment of seniors, peers and subordinates within the JIIM environment.

**Strategic change management**

Leaders facilitate change throughout their organizations. However, in contrast to efforts at lower echelons, change management at the strategic level is fundamentally different. Strategic leaders must be comfortable with the nuances of organizational culture and the concept of alignment if they hope to lead a successful change effort in the enterprise environment. At lower echelons, leaders can order their subordinates to make desired behavioral or process changes and then directly monitor them to ensure compliance. Strategic leaders within the DoD have vastly greater spans of control and do not directly interact with most members of their organizations on a regular basis. They therefore must act and influence indirectly.

Strategic change management within very large hierarchical organizations is a difficult task. There are significant challenges with communication, competing agendas, and overcoming resistance. To lead a successful strategic change effort first requires cultural, systems and process diagnosis. Is the organizational culture suited to attainment of the current vision? Are systems, processes and structures aligned to the mission and the requirements of the future environment? If not, then the strategic leader must intervene and proactively align culture, systems, structure and process to ensure organizational effectiveness and future success.

**INTERPERSONAL COMPETENCIES**

Interpersonal competencies are critical to leaders at all echelons. While their relative importance is stable across units, there is a qualitative shift in the nature of these competencies at the strategic level. Leadership at lower echelons involves more hands-on interaction with direct subordinates, and interpersonal competencies are necessarily focused on these critical *intragroup* relationships. Although still relevant, senior leader focus is more on relationships between groups and stakeholders and how to
better manage *intergroup* dynamics. Strategic interpersonal competencies include building consensus within the organization, negotiating with external agencies or organizations to shape or influence the external environment, building senior leader teams, and communicating internally and externally.

**Consensus building**

In contrast with leaders at lower echelons, strategic leaders devote far more of their time dealing with outside organizations. Consensus on an issue is necessary if coordinated and effective action is to be taken. Consensus building is a complicated process based on effective reasoning, logic, and negotiation which may take place over an extended period. Consensus is not unanimous agreement. It is more about what all parties can live with than what any one party would prefer. It requires involving all stakeholders, encouraging input, making problems visible, and making decisions collaboratively.

Consensus building is different from directing or commanding. While strategic leaders may issue direct orders, such orders have less force in the complex strategic world. For example, in working with peers, it is imperative to reach consensus, as peers will not respond to orders. Ultimately, consensus building requires the ability to influence key stakeholders through logic and trust built over time. In contrast to direct obedience to orders, the process of consensus building only ensures that effective reasoning has taken place and that contentious issues have likely been resolved. Even when consensus is achieved, the leader and organization must continuously work to ensure that “apparent” consensus bears out in the actions of the consensus stakeholders. Trust and strong working relationships are central to this process.

**Negotiation**

As stated earlier, many relationships at the strategic level are lateral and without clear subordination. In many of these relationships strategic leaders must rely heavily on negotiating skills. Successful negotiation requires a range of interpersonal
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skills. Perhaps the most important is the ability to stand firm on nonnegotiable points while simultaneously communicating respect for other participants. Personal attributes underlying this ability require skills in listening, in diagnosing unspoken interests and agendas, and the capacity to detach oneself personally from the negotiation process. The essence of successful negotiating is differentiating true interests from rigid positions, demonstrating a willingness to compromise when interests aren’t threatened, and working collaboratively and creatively to increase value and attain mutually agreeable ends that further those interests.¹²

**Senior leader team building**

The volatility associated with the strategic environment has mandated a shift in how senior leaders discharge their responsibilities. “The Great Leader” view of strategic leadership, where a dynamic and effective CEO takes the reins of the organization and leads it to higher levels of success has given way to the realization that no single individual can do it all alone.¹³ The rapidly changing, information-laden environment mandates reliance on senior leader teams to sustain competitive advantage.

Senior leader teams differ from those found in subordinate units. They frequently consist of high-performing peers from across the Army and DoD, many possessing significantly different perspectives shaped by the organizations they represent. Team leaders must work to develop trust within the group, and establish a leadership dynamic characterized by expert and referent power in lieu of a reliance on simple positional power that is less effective at this level. The team leader must demonstrate self-awareness about their own strengths, weaknesses and biases, and at the same time exhibit empathy for other team member opinions, perspectives and agendas. Ultimately, success will hinge on the leader’s ability to enable a


team climate that values candor, collaboration, performance and ultimately, task attainment.\textsuperscript{14}

\textit{Communication}

Internal to the organization, strategic leaders communicate through a variety of direct and indirect means. Observers are keenly sensitive to nuances of meaning. Effective communication within the organization is important to changing, or even maintaining, direction or policy. If change is desired, large organizations can be steered on a new course only very deliberately because of their inertia. When leaders attempt change through policy, regulation, or vision, their communications are interpreted at every level. Thus, care in choice of words is essential to ensuring the desired message is received.

External to the organization, strategic leaders communicate with Congress, government agencies, national political leaders, and their constituents. This is accomplished through a variety of means. Through writing, meetings, interviews for news media, or through public speaking engagements, strategic leaders communicate for the organization. This requires clarity of thought, direction, and process. Possessing these communicative attributes, coupled with a high degree of persuasiveness, provides the leader with the necessary tools to build support, build consensus, and negotiate successfully.

\textbf{SUMMARY}

Strategic leader competencies fall under three broad categories: conceptual, technical, and interpersonal. These competencies are supported by a broad and rich frame of reference developed throughout the leader’s life that enables the leader to deal with tremendously complex issues and events. Although theoretical and historical readings can make salient the knowledge, skills, and abilities related to any strategic leader competency, most often these competencies will be developed through hands-on experiences, especially if linked to some sort of

candid feedback mechanism from a trusted mentor. Future strategic leaders should balance identified weaknesses with challenging jobs and opportunities in order to stretch and develop current skills.
CHAPTER 7. SENIOR LEADER CHARACTER

Maurice L. Sipos, Nate Hunsinger, and Peter R. Sniffin

Most people can bear adversity. But if you wish to know what a man really is, give him power. This is the supreme test.
– Robert G. Ingersoll on Abraham Lincoln

Great philosophers, theologians, and psychologists have studied morality for thousands of years. Although Aristotle, Plato, and Socrates debated the assumptions underlying moral ideals, they agreed that moral standards existed as a part of the natural world and that humans could learn them through the process of reason. According to Aristotle, “Character is that which reveals moral purpose, exposing the class of things a man chooses or avoids.” In the more modern context of leadership, scholars label character as the collection of values that define who we are and cite character as the “essential ingredient of enlightened senior leadership, especially of military leaders.”

More often than not, discussions of character focus on destructive behaviors that often derail careers and destroy trust and confidence in organizations and their leaders. Positive aspects of character, however, allow leaders to differentiate between right and wrong while maintaining the moral courage needed to take appropriate action in the face of adversity. While easy to say, history provides ample evidence of highly successful political, corporate, and military leaders whose lapses of judgment destroyed their legacies and shook the public’s confidence in the institutions they led. Such failures indicate a

1 We thank Dr. Rustin Meyer, Dr. Silas Martinez, and Dr. Dale Watson for their helpful comments and feedback on earlier drafts of this chapter.
2 Robert G. Ingersoll, “Motley and Monarch,” The North American Review 141 (December 1885), 531. Similar quotes are frequently misattributed to Abraham Lincoln.
4 Ibid., 71.
5 Montgomery C. Meigs, “Generalship: Qualities, Instincts, and Character,” Parameters 31, no. 2 (Summer 2001), 4-5.
misalignment between individual and organizational character values and emphasize the critical role that leaders play in modeling ethical behaviors and positive character traits for their followers to emulate.

Army leaders at all levels are responsible for developing and maintaining high moral standards to earn the trust of the American people and serve as stewards of the profession. General Mark A. Milley, Chief of Staff of the Army, underscored the importance of developing leaders of character who “will not only be responsible and empowered, but they will be accountable for both the results they achieve and the values they hold.” The Army defines character as one’s “true nature including identity, sense of purpose, values, virtues, morals, and conscience.” The problem with such a broad definition, however, is that it can mean different things to different people. Such generality can lead to disagreement over which facets of character are important for leadership effectiveness, confusion about how to measure character, and debate over how character should be developed (see Chapter 8). There is little doubt, however, that a misalignment of character values can undermine the trust required to build and maintain teams capable of executing mission command.

In this chapter, we posit that character is the product of individual traits, worldview, life experiences, and environmental factors displayed through actions, decisions, and interpersonal relationships. At the strategic level, the environment places additional demands on leaders that may require them to refine their identity, frame of reference, and critical thinking strategies to address dynamic situations without defaulting to instinctive approaches that were effective at tactical and operational levels. The goal of this chapter is to examine character using a framework
that considers both individual and situational characteristics. First, we describe how individual aspects of character impact leadership. Next, we review how the strategic environment can place unique demands on leaders that interact with personality to test their resilience and character. Finally, we discuss the role that strategic leaders play as stewards of the profession and practical implications of character development.

**INDIVIDUAL CONSIDERATIONS**

Researchers have used a variety of approaches to study character and leadership. Some researchers focus on character strengths and their influence on organizational climate, whereas others focus more on character flaws that lead to poor judgment and career derailment. Still others focus on how aspects of character relate to leadership effectiveness. When it comes to succeeding at the strategic level, however, leaders must be aware of their natural tendencies to balance their character strengths and weaknesses.

It is not surprising that individuals display aspects of their character in various degrees. The most strongly expressed character traits often define an individual or who they are perceived to be, whereas the least expressed may require more energy for one to display. Character strengths often reflect people at their best, whereas character weaknesses often reflect people at their worst. Researchers often group character strengths into factors such as wisdom, courage, humanity, justice, transcendence, accountability, integrity, drive, and humility. Of the character strengths studied, accountability, integrity, and drive were rated as the most beneficial across levels of
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leadership, whereas integrity was most consistently related to executive performance. In addition, strategic leaders rated transcendence (vision) and courage as important character traits leading to positive outcomes. Taken together, these findings suggest that accountability, integrity, drive, vision, and courage may influence the culture of trust within an organization.

In contrast, character weaknesses left unchecked can derail careers and devastate organizations. Often called dark traits, character weaknesses (e.g., callousness, manipulation, and impulsivity) can become problematic if they cause disruptive workplace behaviors that can derail even the most successful and effective leaders. Although dark traits combined with innate strengths can be effective for unit leaders, they are often associated with toxic leadership as individuals gain power and influence. Consequently, leaders must develop their character strengths to mitigate any weaknesses exposed by the strategic environment.

**Environmental Considerations**

Students attending senior service college often hear that the knowledge, skills, and abilities that led to their success at the tactical and operational levels are not necessarily sufficient for them to succeed at the strategic level. The strategic environment itself is complex, dynamic, and competitive (see Chapter 2) and may require leaders to develop new or enhance existing competencies to excel at this level (see Chapter 5). Moreover, there are aspects the strategic environment itself that may challenge a leader’s character and influence their effectiveness.
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Because people tend to judge character based on behavior, one must consider how the strategic environment can influence a leader’s behavior. Aspects of the environment can define situational strength to influence behavior or impact decisions in a way that reveals character. As leaders transition from tactical to strategic levels, situations tend to become weaker in some ways and stronger others, thereby revealing one’s character over time (see Figure 1). Specifically, situational strength can be described by its clarity and consistency, by constraints placed on one’s freedom to make a decision, and by the consequences resulting from a decision. Strong situations provide clear behavioral cues that encourage people to act according to cultural norms, whereas weak situations provide ambiguous cues that increase the likelihood that individual character rather than cultural norms impact behavioral choices. Situational strength has less impact on behavior when a leader’s character is aligned with organizational values. In contrast, situational strength becomes more important in preventing leaders from engaging in maladaptive behaviors when a leader’s character is misaligned with organizational values. Aspects of situational strength and how they change from tactical to strategic environments are summarized in Figure 1.

**Clarity**

Clarity, defined as the extent to which cues about work-related responsibilities and requirements are available and understandable, can be used to describe situational strength in the military context. Typically, behavioral expectations and cues at the tactical and operational levels are well defined by standard operating procedures, policies, organizational culture, and guidance from supervisors.
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At the strategic level, however, work-related responsibilities and requirements are qualitatively more complex and often focus on the growth and future of the organization, both of which are not readily measurable during the leader’s tenure. Strategic leaders, often geographically separated from their supervisors, receive less guidance from their superiors than they did at tactical and operational levels. Furthermore, they often negotiate with equally influential partners with competing interests and cultural norms across international and organizational boundaries to accomplish their responsibilities and requirements. Taken together, the increased complexity of the environment, reduced supervision, competing interests, and cultural differences all
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serve to decrease the clarity of the strategic environment in a way that can test a leader’s behavior and decisions.

**Consistency**

Situation strength can also be described by consistency, which is defined by how aligned cues about work-related responsibilities and requirements are with each other. At the tactical and operational level, information and data received is generally filtered through a hierarchy of robust organizational policies and procedures that are consistent over time and marginally impacted by external organizations. At the strategic level, however, this all changes when senior leaders shift from military protocols and procedures to more political and international environments where guidance can change rapidly and take many forms. The scope and volume of information alone can be overwhelming and can force senior leaders to rely on intuition, heuristics and other decision-making shortcuts to deal with inconsistent environmental cues. Furthermore, the types of decisions senior leaders make may no longer be right versus wrong, but may reflect more difficult choices that require them to consider multiple ethical perspectives.

**Constraints**

Constraints, which reflect how much autonomy or power one has to make decisions and take action, can also be used to describe situation strength. Organizational constraints (based on formal structure or bureaucracy), legal constraints, fiscal constraints, formal policies and procedures, close supervision, and monitoring all increase situation strength. Individuals at the tactical and operational levels are more likely to display positive aspects of their character when operating in such constrained environments. When these constraints are loosened or when leaders attempt to “work around” them, we can see behavior that can expose their character flaws. For example, by virtue of their success, strategic leaders often have greater autonomy, privileged access, and unrestrained control of organizational resources.
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When left unchecked, strategic leaders have to rely on their own judgment and discipline instead of being constrained by strong external forces.  

**Consequences**

Finally, situation strength can be described by consequences, which focus on the extent to which one’s decisions have important positive or negative consequences for oneself, others, or the organization. Unlike the previous aspects of situation strength, the greater consequences of decisions made at the strategic level help align individual character values with organizational values in a way that increases the likelihood of positive behavioral outcomes. At the strategic level, senior leaders have “amplified impact” and the potential to “do more good for more people,” and conversely, the potential to “do greater harm by modeling poor behavior, violating ethical standards.” For example, if a leader thinks that they will not be held accountable for their actions, they are less likely to be constrained by organizational values. The scale of their decisions, in terms of both people and resources, requires strategic leaders to rely on a deep-seated value system and interpersonal skills that are tested by the strategic environment.

**When Individual and Environmental Considerations Collide**

Given the increasingly stressful environments inherent to strategic leadership, self-awareness may help leaders mitigate the physical and emotional costs of operating at the strategic level. Strategic leaders must be aware of their natural tendencies in
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terms of their character strengths and weaknesses and the conditions under which they need to monitor and regulate their behavior. The interaction between character, organizational pressure, increased power, autonomy, influence, and control can challenge the physical and mental resilience required to thrive in strategic environments.37 For example, strategic leaders are often more visible, get less honest feedback about their ideas from subordinates, receive conflicting or ambiguous guidance, have less control over their schedules and events, and often have difficulty maintaining work-life balance. Combined, these demands may increase the likelihood that they will rely on their own judgment without considering external forces. Consequently, it is important for strategic leaders to be aware of how individual differences, character, and the environment interact to inform their decisions.

It is imperative that strategic leaders understand how the strategic environment will test their character, health, and resilience. For example, the increased demands placed on strategic leaders can reduce the amount of time available for sleep, which in turn, can negatively affect executive decision-making ability.38 In addition to focusing on sleep, activity, and nutrition, senior leaders must also focus on personal resiliency to withstand the increased demands placed on them by the strategic environment. Developing ethical fitness by studying the attributes and practices of historical leaders of character while learning from successful mentors of known character is also recommended.39 Many senior leaders also focus on spiritual fitness to build their resilience as it can result in a more positive emotional life, better social connections and a healthier lifestyle.40 In sum, unless senior leaders proactively address personal resilience, the increased demands of the strategic environment will challenge and may erode their inner strength.

Stewardship

Strategic leaders have the power and opportunity to shape the institution and to strengthen the profession of arms. At the most senior levels, leaders serve not only as role models, but also as stewards of the profession charged with the responsibility to develop themselves as leaders of character while simultaneously setting the conditions for positive organizational culture and behavior to thrive. Sustained investment in character development across all levels of the institution is critical in strengthening the culture of trust required to exercise the principles of mission command. As noted in Forging the Warrior’s Character, “perceptions of a leader’s dependable character and competence form an overall evaluation of a leader’s credibility. Credibility leads to the development of trust.”41 Successful senior leaders have the strong character required to establish the culture of trust and to serve as stewards of the profession.

Strategic leaders must continually develop and maintain their moral and ethical compass to build trust both inside and outside the organization to include the country they serve. Strategic leaders are required to model exemplary character daily when their personal and organizational values are tested by stressful and competitive environments that are often outside their control. To do otherwise not only violates the trust placed in the military by the American people, but also erodes organizational culture and threatens the future viability of the all-volunteer force. Our country demands this of our leaders. As stewards of precious government resources, we unequivocally owe it to the nation and those we serve.

41 Don M. Snider and Lloyd Matthews (Eds.), Forging the Warrior’s Character: Moral Precepts from the Cadet Prayer (Jerico LLC, 2007), 93.
CHAPTER 8. SENIOR LEADER DEVELOPMENT

Michael Hosie

Strategic leaders must be committed to a lifetime of learning and development. The strategic environment is too complex, the scope of responsibility of strategic leaders is too broad, and the risks associated with error at this level are too great for leaders to approach the challenge with anything short of humility and a concomitant desire to continuously improve.

A fundamental assumption running through Army leadership doctrine is that leaders can develop. Individuals, in this view, are not born with all the skills and abilities to succeed as leaders. Instead, development of Army leaders occurs throughout their careers in professional military education settings, during operational assignments at home or overseas, and through self-study and reflection, among other ways. For strategic leaders, the leadership competencies developed at the tactical and operational levels are not discarded for new ones. Instead, strategic leaders build upon their foundation and develop new and complementary skills and abilities to lead effectively in the new environment. But successful strategic leader development is more than refinement and accumulation of skills and abilities—it also includes identity change and a maturation of individual cognition and character.

Making strategic leader development challenging, individuals develop at different rates and have varying levels of developmental potential. Moreover, certain experiences and environments influence the developmental processes differently. Consequently, there is no generic prescription for strategic leader development, but certain concepts generalize toward its acceleration. For example, practitioners and researchers agree that at the individual or organizational levels, developmental programs based upon assessment (self-awareness), challenge (goal-setting), and support (feedback) best set conditions for

individual development.\textsuperscript{2,3} Additionally, organizational leader development programs should follow adult learning guidelines and acknowledge inter-individual differences in developmental requirements (e.g., development programs are best if individually designed). Finally, although emerging strategic leaders in the military come from myriad backgrounds with differing levels of developmental readiness, there are similarities in this particular population that can guide best approaches to leader development.

Considering the military’s closed and sequential promotion systems, Army strategic leaders and their advisors are likely in midlife—a lifespan period with implications for learning and development. While there is significant variability in individual experiences during midlife, the period can be broadly characterized.\textsuperscript{4} During this period, work and family demands likely peak as individuals progress to positions of increasing responsibility at work while potentially becoming primary caretakers for both previous and successive generations at home. Midlife is also characterized by declining health, physical abilities, and fluid intelligence (e.g., processing speed).\textsuperscript{5} However, the period is also one of great productivity and potential. It is a time of reflection and recalibration when individuals evaluate previous experiences and accomplishments and look forward to explore potential futures with a newfound appreciation for the finite nature of time. Midlifers, especially ones matriculating to the highest positions in organizations, likely have a strong sense of identity with and mastery of their profession. Their accumulated knowledge adds depth and agility to complex problem solving by expanding their frames of reference. Decades of social experience positively influence emotion regulation, self-efficacy, and wisdom. Finally, midlifers become increasingly concerned with generativity—a focus on preparing the next generation. Successful strategic leadership development


\textsuperscript{5}Ibid.
programs consider these factors, both positive and negative, in setting conditions for individual learning and growth.

Certain conditions influence the likelihood of developmental success in emerging military strategic leaders.\(^6\) First of all, leaders must identify and accept a need for change. Busy midlife adults only expend valuable resources in development if the need to change is internalized. Consequently, self-awareness with respect to the demands of future professional roles is essential to strategic leader development. Second, adults seek intrinsic benefits from participation—they have to see the benefits of developmental efforts. Finally, adult learners develop best in supportive environments that provide resources, feedback, and opportunities for experimentation. In summary, emerging strategic leaders are more likely to purposely develop if they know that change is important, the process is rewarding, and they have a supportive environment.

Determining what should be the focus of strategic leader development efforts is challenging. As discussed earlier in this primer, strategic leaders operate in extremely complex environments and address problems that have no easy answers. Decisions at this level can have wide-ranging impact and often fail to address all sources of risk. To deal with these challenges, strategic leaders must fill multiple roles (chapter 4) and have a wide range of knowledge, skills, and abilities—each of which may drive different developmental strategies. For example, if one conceives strategic leadership as a set of skills (e.g. technical, conceptual, interpersonal) that can be trained, developmental efforts would leverage skill acquisition processes—learning the facts about task requirements, integrating new information with stored knowledge, and extensively practicing new skills to the point of expertise and automaticity.\(^7\) Yet the skills required for various strategic leadership roles may not apply to all of them. Consequently, this chapter focuses on three broad areas supported by leader development research\(^8\) to focus

\(^6\)Day, et al., *Integrative Approach.*


\(^8\)Day, et al., *Integrative Approach.*
developmental efforts for strategic leaders—strategic leader identity, strategic leader thinking, and strategic leader character.

**DEVELOPING STRATEGIC LEADER IDENTITY**

Increasingly, leadership experts suggest that leader development is closely linked to identity development. In other words, this view suggests that efforts to develop leaders are essentially about facilitating and accelerating identity transitions. Identity research provides insight into the mechanisms of leader change and, consequently, informs leader development processes. Identity refers to one’s self-concept—a compilation of traits, knowledge, experiences, and self-perceptions such as efficacy—considered in relation to the environment. Individuals have many identities. For example, an Army colonel might have identities as a spouse, an American, a tactician, and as a professional soldier. These identities coalesce over time, are shaped by the environment, and are strong determinants of performance—they resist change. Yet emerging strategic leaders are at an inflection point regarding identities. These leaders have excelled at the tactical and operational levels, but they must assume new identities complementary with strategic demands and roles.

Identities change throughout the life course as individuals take on new roles, respond to feedback, and gain insight into their preferences, talents, and values. One can visualize the process of change in three reciprocal stages: (1) separation, (2) transition, and (3) incorporation. In the first stage (separation), an individual is motivated to change by a discrepancy between an assessment of their current and desired identities. Their current identity is formed through self-awareness while desired identities are developed through observation of mentors, defined by new role

---


10 Ibid., 4.


12 Ibarra, et al., “Identity-Based Leader Development.”
demands, or shaped by developmental authorities. Consequently, the process begins with accurate self-awareness of personal knowledge, skills, abilities, and other attributes. Self-awareness can be gained through many sources. Personal reflection, 360 degree assessments, coaching, and testing (e.g. cognitive or personality testing) are some examples leaders can leverage to improve self-awareness. With this self-awareness, individuals are postured to discover and quantify discrepancies with their desired identity. Regarding emerging strategic leaders, a desired identity may include developing expertise in defense management, refining critical thinking skills, or internalizing institutional stewardship responsibilities. The dissonance created by comparing current and desired identities fosters motivation for change. Individuals motivated to change can then transition (stage 2) to a new identity through experimentation with different behaviors, acquisition of new skills, and adoption of provisional identities. Finally, individuals evaluate experimental behavior and incorporate (stage 3) or discard elements in the creation of an evolved identity.

This paradigm is useful for understanding the mechanisms supporting strategic leader development. Emerging strategic leaders in the military likely have strong professional identities related to expertise at the tactical and organizational levels. This identity is built upon years of experience leading soldiers and is reinforced by positive feedback in terms of evaluations and promotions. However, purposeful strategic leader development is predicated on accurate self-awareness, and many leaders may not have accurate perceptions of their abilities and potential to lead at the strategic level. Consequently, strategic leader development programs should facilitate leader self-awareness regarding role identities germane to the strategic environment (e.g. strategic leader, advisor, theorist, and steward – see Chapter 5). Simultaneously, developing leaders must better understand the specific knowledge, skills, abilities, and behaviors necessary for effective leadership in strategic roles (e.g. skills required by Executive Officer to the Army Chief of Staff, or Chief, Legislative Liaison). In the military, professional military education, operational assignments, mentors, and role models provide valuable opportunities for leaders to envision desired identities. Once the desired identity (a strategic leader identity) is identified,
emerging strategic leaders can begin development through learning and experimentation, resulting in decreased dissonance and, eventually, increased capabilities and capacity.

**DEVELOPING STRATEGIC LEADER THINKING**

Experts agree that leadership at the strategic level universally increases demands on leader conceptual skills. The prevalence of complex problems at the strategic level makes sense-making and sense-giving capabilities ever more critical. Fortunately for leader development programs, cognition is believed to be one of a few aspects that develop in midlife adults. Considering the importance of strategic thinking (see chapter 5), developmental efforts should be weighted toward leader cognitive development.

Varying terms are used to describe the highest levels of human cognition such as reflective judgment, critical thinking, and epistemic cognition. These terms are different, yet they have certain commonalities. For example, each concept acknowledges that absolute claims of truth are subject to human fallibility. They suggest that higher levels of cognition require conscious and deliberate thought and effort and acknowledge human unreliability regarding objective analysis of information. They support the acquisition and evaluation of knowledge through multiple frames of reference. Ultimately, the concepts suggest that highest levels of cognition explore the “truth value” of information, assumptions, and inferences. Strategic leaders with highly developed strategic thinking skills will be best postured to make sense of the myriad complex problems endemic at that level and share that understanding with others.

---


15 Epistemic Cognition, “which describes an understanding of the limits, certainty, and criteria of thought. As part of epistemic cognition, and individual might reflect upon the sources of one’s learning, the certainty of the absolute versus relative truth of one’s learning, the simplicity or complexity of knowledge, or justifications for that knowledge.” Day, et al., *Integrative Approach*, 86.
The identity development framework is a helpful tool to explore cognitive developmental strategies for strategic leaders. As discussed earlier, adults are more likely to embrace developmental processes and effect change if they recognize a discrepancy between their current identity and a desired one. Regarding cognitive identities, development activities should first support efforts for individuals to gain cognitive self-awareness. On one hand, this self-awareness regards personal assessments of strategic thinking competencies such as critical, systems, and creative thinking, among others. On the other hand, cognitive self-awareness also includes awareness of related traits such as general intelligence, openness to information, biases, and epistemic motivation (one’s desire for developing accurate conclusions about the world). Individuals armed with this cognitive self-awareness can better understand and quantify their shortcomings regarding strategic thinking competencies. They can then embark on development strategies, enabled by supportive environments, to learn new skills and progress to the highest levels of cognition essential to effective leadership at the strategic level.

Formal education institutions can play a role in enabling self-awareness and building knowledge regarding strategic thinking skills. These skills can be practiced at these institutions, but experiential opportunities in strategic settings are likely most impactful for individual change. Adults learn best through experience. Consequently, emerging leaders should look for challenging assignments and opportunities to experiment with and apply higher level conceptual skills.

**BUILDING STRATEGIC LEADER CHARACTER**

The third area of adult development germane to all strategic leaders regards moral development. After decades of experience, emerging military strategic leaders likely have strong professional and ethical identities that served them well at the tactical and organizational levels. However, that ethical identity, comprised of values, beliefs, and ethical reasoning skills, might
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fall short of meeting the ethical demands at the strategic level. This contention may offend some emerging leaders and result in developmental resistance, but reports from the Inspector General or lessons from research should provide some necessary humility. Fortunately, research suggests that adults can develop moral competencies throughout adulthood and that certain efforts can accelerate that process.

A critical realization for emerging strategic leaders is that the strategic environment demands the highest levels of ethical reasoning and that further development is likely necessary. While leadership at all levels has moral and ethical implications, leadership at the strategic level is inexorably linked with ethical dilemmas due to the nature of complex, profound challenges endemic to that level. Effective strategic leaders must be prepared to identify ethical dilemmas, explore implications of actions through multiple lenses, and act in ways consistent with the organization’s values. Additionally, strategic leaders are responsible for shaping the organization’s ethical climate through role modeling, reinforcing desired behavior, and discouraging behavior inconsistent with core values and beliefs. Considering the significant ethical dimension of leadership at the strategic level, leader development efforts should emphasize its importance, identify differences among levels, and facilitate its development and maturation.

Although adults learn best through experience, formal educational settings also play an important role in character development. In these settings, strategic leaders can deepen knowledge regarding organizational ethics and develop skills relevant to moral development. Anchoring these processes is the Army Ethic—the evolving set of laws, values, and beliefs embedded within the Army culture of trust that motivates and guides the conduct of Army professionals bound together in common moral purpose. Educational settings facilitate deeper

---


understanding of these guiding documents and concepts and allow individuals to assess their moral identities against them.

Character development efforts should include opportunities for individuals to learn skills associated with higher levels of moral development. Specifically, research suggests that individuals at the highest levels of moral development demonstrate strong understanding of moral reasoning.\(^{20}\) Although there are competing definitions, moral reasoning generally reflects an individual’s capacity to consciously and deliberately think about moral issues.\(^{21}\) It enables leaders to consider the moral implications in novel, complex situations. Similar to higher levels of critical thinking, moral reasoning suggests a conscious awareness of the influence of emotions and intuition on judgement and suggests a capacity to examine issues through various lenses or perspectives. Finally, moral reasoning is assumed to influence judgement and not merely be leveraged post hoc. This approach does not reflect moral relativism where there are no universal moral principles. Instead, it permits an appreciation that all moral positions are not universally accepted.

Development programs should facilitate knowledge creation in emerging strategic leaders regarding moral reasoning processes and provide opportunities for practice and feedback.

Armed with greater knowledge and capabilities, developing strategic leaders can better internalize the lessons through experiential application and reflection. Adults learn more effectively through experience, and the strategic environment provides myriad opportunities to exercise ethical thinking skills. Once again, the identity development paradigm is useful in describing how emerging strategic leaders might progress to the highest levels of moral development. First, leaders must assess their current moral identity, including beliefs, values, and knowledge. Next, developing leaders should gain a deeper understanding of the desired moral identity for strategic leaders. This might include deep understanding of the Army Ethic and the highest levels of moral reasoning. It likely also includes lessons learned through observation of respected (and disrespected) leaders and the development of a rich understanding of moral reasoning.

\(^{20}\) Ibid.

leaders dealing with ethical challenges. Once discrepancies between current and desired moral identities are identified, developing leaders can undertake the process of learning, experimentation, reflection, and incorporation necessary to effect personal change.

**IMPLICATIONS**

This chapter’s approach to leader development is informed by its projected audience—highly successful direct and organizational leaders embarking on transitions to the strategic level while navigating the demands and changes associated with midlife. Considering this audience, envisioning strategic leader development as identity development enables individuals to better understand the mechanisms of change and its acceleration through deliberate and focused developmental efforts. Additionally, in line with a broad approach to development, the chapter presented two meta-competencies—strategic leader thinking and strategic leader character—as developmental focus areas that generalize across roles in the strategic leader environment.
Primers such as this serve two important purposes. One is educational, to help guide students and learners understand complex processes or concepts in a systematic way. The other is preparational. Given that many officers and civilians selected for advancement to positions of strategic leadership arrive with little practical experience in that environment, how do they begin their journey? Answering both purposes in thirty thousand words or fewer is challenging given the enormous breadth of literature and practical experience from the thousands of scholars and commentators studying all aspects of leadership. In contrast, Gary Yukl’s renowned book on organizational leadership, cited often in this Primer, scratches the surface of this literature in a mere four hundred pages.

Advancement to senior leadership is a journey, and a personal one at that. Each contributor in this Primer has summarized and synthesized what is known and what has been observed about leadership in military and civilian contexts. But one’s own personal experiences and perspectives are important. This Primer can tell you that you need to assume certain roles, attain various competencies, and strengthen your character and resilience. But that is not the same as finding oneself for the first time in one’s career navigating a cubicle in the Army staff, dealing with direct reports located on other continents, having to deal for the first time with large numbers of contractors or civilians, or other unique challenges.

We specifically set out in this primer to emphasize the positive aspect of the transition to strategic leadership. There is already plenty of material out there dealing with the failures. But, there is also an unfortunate middle ground of officers and civilians who attain positions of senior leadership but never complete the transition. In a study I conducted with active Army graduates of the U.S. Army War College, participants faced two common challenges in the performance of their duties — working within the bureaucracy and facing parochial interests in pursuing
strategic matters. Cohorts of newly educated senior leaders are entering high-paced and demanding work environments. Their inboxes are full with matters of the here and now, pushing complex staff actions up the chain of command or responding to the constant flow of crises and contingencies in their areas of responsibility. Unfortunately, this results in too many of them functioning as higher-ranking action officers. This is okay for a period of time, but not over the long-term as many only have three to eight years of service left when they pin on colonel.

Having served as special assistant to several three- and four-star generals in service, joint, and combined staffs, I can attest to a couple factors that seem to separate those who remain higher-ranking action officers and those who transcend and make a long-term difference for their Services, agencies, or military departments. The first is that the true senior leaders often find one thing that represents their passion. It could be a problem that they feel compelled to fix, or a terribly negative experience that they do not wish repeated for anyone. But it has to be a passion – one that motivates them in the morning or keeps them up at night.

Those who have identified this passion pursue it for the remainder of their careers, one way or another. From research papers at the War College to pet projects as commanders of strategic-level organizations, these officers inject their passion into everything they do. It prevents them from getting mired in the busy work and the specifics of duty descriptions and provides them with a life-long sense of direction, which in turn is passed on to all those their colleagues, subordinates, and superiors. The officers becomes the ‘go-to’ people on such matters, indispensable because of the depth of knowledge and drive to succeed. Often, this passion also fuels their post-Army lives as they become government civilians, leaders in the private sector, or wherever they go.

When I advise War College students, during the first meeting I ask them what they are passionate about. Almost to a person, the ones who have already found their passion have an easier time completing the resident program requirements. Those who have
not and do not for the first few months struggle academically by comparison.

The second factor is empathy. In my work in strategic communication, I developed two statements that are highly cynical but painfully true for senior leaders:

*Everything you say, do, or are can and will be used against you.*

*Everything you do not say, do not do, or are not also can and will be used against you.*

Senior leaders can find themselves confronted with a sizeable number of actors whose primary purpose is to oppose the military. No amount of engagement will change their minds. No efforts at lasting negotiation will succeed. Moreover, while they may go quiet for a time, they never go away – resuming their criticism with a vengeance whenever the military makes a mistake (or the military’s activities can be explained as a mistake). While junior officers might be shielded from such often-unwarranted criticism, senior leaders are more often expected to take it and still defend the organization.

From my experience, senior leaders who succeed are those who show the greatest empathy. This is different from having thick skin, which can convey indifference. In the strategic environment, indifference can be a liability, fueling further criticism and potentially mobilizing others to join the opponent. Empathy enables senior leaders to learn about complex issues from the perspective of the opponents. Synthesizing the opponent’s language into one’s own ideas can disarm the opponent’s arguments, paving the way for senior leaders to promote their intended messages rather than devote time and energy constantly defending themselves.

Empathy is also an important skill to apply within one’s own organization. It is embedded within all the interpersonal competencies expressed in Chapter 5, and underlies the conceptual competencies as well. After all, it is difficult to exercise
strategic thinking without showing empathy for alternative views.

In the Strategic Leadership course, I have asked students to tell a personal story about a senior leader that they admire. First-hand stories are preferred, although that isn’t always possible. I then put up in the seminar room a wall poster with photos of the senior leaders cited. In nearly every story given since I did this exercise, the senior leader demonstrated the will and ability to take someone else’s perspective into account. In doing so, they made a difference in the organization and those around them.

Everyone’s path to senior leadership will be different – no effort to construct a hard and fast checklist will ever work. There is no magic ten steps to strategic leadership and likely never will be. Hopefully through reading this Primer you will have evaluated the senior leaders you have served under or observed from a distance and asked what the better ones had in common, and how you might develop yourself to follow in their footsteps. In turn, you may also have learned more about preparing the next generation of senior leaders.
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